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PREFACE

The contents of the book reveal a thorough
usage of English Slang incorporated through
the American, British and Australian usage
vocabulary.

The terms are dealt with in a lucid manner
with reference to the perfect understanding
for usage at all levels.

Happy Slanging.
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A
Alderman: A man’s pot belly.

Ameche: Telephone

Ankle: 1. Woman 2.  To walk

Abdabs :Terror, the frights,

nerves.

Arvo : afternoon

Absobloodylutely : Absolutely

Abysinnia! : Exclam.

Akhond: Afghanistan religious

teacher

Amir Afghanistan military/

political commander

Angarka Afghanistan loose,

white robe

Anna coin:  worth 1/16th of a

rupee

Arbab Afghanistan leader

Action man : A man who

participates in macho activities.

Ace (!) :  Excellent, wonderful.

Ackers : Money.

Adam and Eve  Believe.

Aerated :  Over-excited.

Agony aunt :  A woman who

provides answers to readers

letters in a publication’s agony

column.

Aggro :  Aggressive,

Airlocked: . Drunk, intoxicated.

Airy-fairy :. Lacking in strength

of character.

Air guitar : An imaginary guitar

played by rock music fans whilst

listening to their favourite tunes.

Air Head: Stupid Person

Aks:  To ask.

Alan Whickers:  Knickers,

underwear.

Aled (up) : Drunk, intoxicated

by alcohol, usually beer.

Alkie : An alcoholic.

All mouth and no trousers:

Boastful and without just reason.

All-nighter  A club night or

event that goes on all night.

All over the shop 1. In a mess,

out of order, 2. Everywhere.

All to cock  Messed up,

useless.

Almond rocks  Socks.

Cockney rhyming slang, often

shortened to almonds.

Alright!  Hello. A greeting.

Amber nectar  Lager.

Amigo Friend

Ammunication Toilet Paper

Anchors  Brakes.

Ankle-biters Children,

particularly crawling babies.

Anorak  An often socially inept

person, having an obsessive

interest in a hobby or subject.

Anti freeze: Alchohol

Antwacky  Old fashioned.

Any road  Anyway. Also spelt

anyroad.

Apeth  A pet name for a silly

person.

Apples and pears Stairs.

Armpit Dirty, unappealing

place.

Argue the toss To argue or

dispute loudly and with length.

Argy-bargy Trouble, noisy

quarrelling, arguing.
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Arris Buttocks, ‘arse’.

Arrows  Darts, the equipment

and the game itself.

Arse 1. The buttocks. 2. An

objectionable person.Derog. 3.

A mistake, a poor job.

Arse about /around Verb. To

mess around, to waste time.

Arse about face . Back to front.

Arse about tit  Back to front.

Arse-bandit A homosexual

male.

Arsed  Concerned, bothered.

Arse-hole . An idiot.

Arseholed  Very drunk.

Arse-licker  A sycophant.

Arse-licking  Sycophantic

behaviour.

Arse over kettle  Fall over.

Arse over tit  Fall over, head

over heels.

Arse-on  A bad mood.

Arse-up A shambles,

Arsewipe1.Toilet paper. 2. A

contemptible person

Arsey  Moody.

Article An objectionable

person

Arvo Afternoon.

Ass (i). Backside (ii). unworthy

& hated person.

As fuck  An intensifier

As right as rain  Satisfactory,

comfortable, well.

At the end of your rope   To

be out of options or alternative

courses of action; to be stuck

in a bad situation.

Awesome!  Great! Excellent!

Awright (!) An alternative

spelling and pronunciation of

alright (all right).

Axe  A guitar.

Ayrton Ten pounds (monetary).

Ay-up! A greeting, hello.

B
Bab / baba To defecate.

Babby  A baby, child.

Babe Usually applied to a

young attractive female but also

said with reference to males.

Babe magnet  An attractive or

sexually desirable male.

Baboon  An oaf, a fool.

Babu or baboo Hindu

gentleman or clerk.

Badmash scoundrel

Bahadur term of respect

Bandobast organization, a

battalion

Barking up the wrong tree

Looking for something in the

wrong place; to be mistaken.

Barra great, large—opposite of

chota

Barf vomit.

Barf-out a displeasing person

or an affair.

Batta special pay for Indian

sepoys stationed outside India

Bazillion An infinite number of

something.

B-ball Basketball.

Bhang hemp, hashish

Bobbajee British name for an

Indian cook.

Bombay Army One of the four

original British Indian armies.
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Bundook rifle

Bungalow one-storied house

with a low-pitched roof

Backy  Abb. of tobacco.

Bacon sarnie. Pakistani.

Bad  Good, excellent.

Bad egg  A miscreant, a corrupt

person, an untrustworthy

person.

Badger  To bother incessantly.

Bad hair day 1. A day when

one is unable to arrange one’s

hair into a satisfactory and

pleasing style. 2. Used

figuratively for a problematic

and difficult day.

Bad mouth To insult or

denigrate.

Bad news A troublesome

person.

Baffies Slippers.

Bag . 1. An ugly woman. 2. An

objectionable and unpleasant

person.

Baggin(g) A snack or food

taken between meals.

Bag lady  A homeless woman

who carries her worldly

possessions in bags.

Bag of bones  A very thin or

emaciated person or animal.

Bag off  A less usual version of

‘cop’

Bags  To claim as one’s own

due to being the first to make

such a claim.  Trousers.

Bagsy A variation on ‘bags’

Bahookie The backside,

Ball and chain  A wife or

girlfriend.

Ball-bag. The scrotum.

Ballsed-up  Ruined, in a mess.

Balls (something) up To

make a mess of a situation.

Balm  A bread bun or roll.

Balmy Insane, crazy.

Baloney Nonsense.

Baltic. Very cold, with respect

to the weather or air

temperature.

Bam. A foolish and

objectionable person.

Bamboozle To confuse, to

mystify.

Bampot  A foolish and

objectionable person.

Bamstick A foolish and

objectionable person.

Bananas  Insane, mad,

hysterical.

Bang 1. To copulate. 2. To put

or place, the implication being

with nonchalence.

Banger 1.Asausage. 2. A

delapidated car.

3. A firework that is explosively

loud but visually unstimulating.

Banging  Exciting, energetic,

wonderful, excellent.

Bang on Exactly, correct.

Bang on about (something)

To talk incessantly and

uninterestingly, to nag.

Bang out of order. Totally

unacceptable.

Bang to rights  Caught red-

handed.

Bang (someone) up 1. To put

(someone) in prison. 2. To

make (someone) pregnant.
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Banjax  To ruin.

Banjaxed 1.Ruined, defeated.

2. Drunk, by extension of

meaning

Banjo. To hit or punch.

Banko Abb. of bank holiday,

Baps Breasts.

Barbie. Abb. of barbecue.

Barbs . Abb. of barbituates.

Barf . To vomit

Barking . Insane. Short for

barking mad.

Babe Woman

Baby A person, can be said to

either a man or a woman

Bangtails Racehorses

Barber Talk

Be on the nut, To: To be broke

Beans Money

Bean-shooter: Gun

Beat Tired.

Beezer Nose

Behind the eight-ball: In a

difficult position, in a tight spot

Bent cars Stolen cars

Berries Dollars

Big house Jail

Big one, The Death

Big sleep, The Death

Bim Woman

Barmcake 1. A lighthearted

term for a fool or idiot. 2. A bread

bun.

Barmpot A silly person. A

lighted-hearted expression.

Barmy  Mad, crazy, insane.

Barnet Hair.

Barney An arguement.

Barry . Good, nice.

Bar steward . A pun on

‘bastard’.

Bash 1.Anevent, a party. 2. An

attempt.

Basket . A euphemism for

‘bastard’.

Basket case . A lunatic, an

emotionally unstable person, a

dysfunctional person.

Bastard (!) . 1. A contemptible

person. 2. A pitiable person.

Bastarding  An intensifier.

Bat for both sides. To be

bisexual.

BathersSwimming/bathing

costume

Bat in the cave Nasal mucus

that is visible up a nostril.

Bat on a sticky wicket. To put

oneself in a difficult and

unfavourable position.

Battered Very intoxicated by

drink or drugs.

Battle cruiserA pub, bar.

Batty Crazy, eccentric.

Baw-bag  A contemptible

person.

Beach-bum . A person

devoted to spending as much

time as available on the beach.

Beakie The dirt or bodily

secretions that accumulate at

the corner of the eyes or

between the toes.

Bear A gay term for a large

hairy male.

Beat seven shades of shit

out of someone To thoroughly

beat up.

Bedfordshire Bed or bedtime.

Beef  1. Muscly, strong looking
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males.2. A complaint.

Beef (something) up  To

increase in size or volume;

basically to make stronger.

Beemer A BMW automobile.

Beetle. To hurry about.

Beggar. Euphemism for

‘bugger’.

Behind the eight ball:  In a

bad situation, in a losing

position

Bejesus! Expressing surprise

or annoyance.

Bell . To telephone (someone).

Belly-ache A complaint.

Belt 1. To hit. 2. A drink,

Belting  Outstanding,

wonderful.

Belt up! . Be quiet! Shut up!

Bender  1. An excessive bout

of drinking, but more recently

also inclusive of a drug taking

spree. 2. A homosexual.

Bend one’s elbow . To have

an alcoholic drink.

Bend someone’s ear  To talk

incessantly and tediously.

Bent .  Criminal, or illegal.

Bent as a nine bob note

1. Positively homosexual.

2.Crooked, dishonest.

Berk Idiot.

(the) Berries. The best.

Best of British!  Good luck!

(the) Best thing since sliced

bread  Absolutely the best thing

ever.

Better half One’s wife,

husband or partner.

Better than a kick in the teeth

Catch-phrase expressing that

one should be happy with the

situation, as it could be much

worse.

Bevvied up Drunk.

Bevvy . A general term for an

alcoholic drink.

Bezzy mates Best friends.

Bing: “crazy”

Bird: Man

Bit: Prison sentence

Blip off: To kill

Blow: Leave

Blow one down: Kill someone

Blower: Telephone

Bo: Pal, buster, fellow, as in

“Hey, bo”

Boiler: Car

Boob: Dumb guy

Boozehound: Drunkard

Bop: To kill

Box: 1.A safe 2. A bar

Box job: A safecracking

Brace (somebody): Grab,

shake up

Bracelets: Handcuffs

Break it up: Stop that, quit the

nonsense

Breeze: To leave, go; also

Breeze off: get lost

Broad: Woman

Broderick, The: A thorough

beating

Bruno: Tough guy, enforcer

Bucket: Car

Bulge, The advantage

Bulls: Plainclothes railroad

cops; uniformed police; prison

guards

Bum’s rush, To get the: To be
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kicked out

Bump: Kill

Bump gums: To talk about

nothing worthwhile

Bump off: Kill; also, bump-off:

a killing

Buncoing some (people):

Defrauding people

Bunk: 1. “Take a bunk” - leave,

disappear

2. “That’s the bunk” - that’s

false, untrue.

3. “to bunk” - to sleep

Bunny, “Don’t be a bunny”:

Don’t be stupid

Burn powder: Fire a gun

Bus: Big car

Butter and egg man: The

money man, the man with the

bankroll,

Button: Face, nose, end of jaw

Button man: Professional

killer

Buttons: Police

Butts: Cigarettes

Buy a drink: To pour a drink

Buzz, Looks me up, comes to

my door

Buzzer: Policeman’s badge

Bzzin’. Excellent.

Bible basher . A fanatical

preacher of religion.

Bicky . A biscuit.

Biddy  A woman, usually

referring to an elderly woman

and often reinforced with the

word old.

Biff . To hit.

Biftah 1.A cigarette.  2. A

marijuana or cannabis

cigarette.

Big cheese . A very important

person.

Big deal! . A sarcastic

exclamation for not being very

impressed.

Big girl’s blouse. A feeble and

ineffectual soft person. .

Big style . Greatly.

Big time . The upper levels of

power, success.

Big up . To praise, to acclaim.

Big white telephone . The

toilet (not the room).

Bike  A promiscuous woman,

often with respect to the

immediate district or locality.

(the) Bill  The police.

Billy  Amphetamine Sulphate.

Billy goat. A coat.

Billy no mates . A person who

appears to have no friends.

Bimble An ambling walk.

Bimbo . A young attractive

empty headed woman.

Bimmer. A BMW car.

Bin . To throw away, to discard.

Binge . A spree, often involving

food or alcohol.

Bin lid. An adolescent.

Binnie A refuse collector.

Binman . A refuse collector, a

dustbin man.

Bin off 1. To discard, throw

away.  2. To terminate a

relationship.

Bins . Spectacles.

Bint . A woman.

Bird . 1. A female. 2. A girlfiend,

Birdbrained . Stupid, lacking
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commonsense.

Bit. A woman

Bitch . 1. A contemptible

woman 2. A woman.

Bit of all right  Something

excellent.

Bits and bats. Miscellaneous

items.

Biz. Rubbish, nonsense.

Bizzies The police.

Blabbermouth . A person who

reveals too much in

conversation, a gossip.

Bladdered . Drunk.

Blag . To lie or use clever talk

with profit as an objective.

Blank . To rudely ignore

(someone).

Blaps . Diarrhoea, the illness.

Blart. To cry.

blast (!)  1. An inhalation of a

cigarette or ‘joint’. 2. An

enjoyable experience.

3. A fast run in a vehicle.

Blatts . Diarrhoea, the illness.

Bleeder . An objectionable

person.

Bleeding . Used as an

intensive.

Bleed like a stuck pig . To

bleed profusely.

Blighter . An insignificant or

objectionable person.

Blighty . Affectionate name for

England as one’s home, often

used jocularly.

Blimey! An exclamation of

surprise.

Blimey O’Reilly!  . An

exclamation of surprise.

Blinder  An excellent

achievement.

Blinding . Excellent, wonderful.

Bling bling. 1. Jewellery.

Blinking . Used as an

intensifier,

Blinkin’ heck! An old

fashioned inoffensive

exclamation of surprise, often

expressed without the ‘h’.

Blithering . 1. An intensifier

such as ‘bloody’.

2. Senseless and excessive

talking.

Blither on . To talk incessently

and boringly

Bloke. A man.

Blood and sand! . An

exclamation of surprise or

anger.

Bloody . Expressing

annoyance as an intensifier.

Bloody hell!  An exclamation

of surprise or frustration.

Bloody-Nora! An exclamation

of surprise or anger.

Bloomer . A mistake.

Blooter. To kick a ball forcefully,

often implying without good

control.

Blootered . Drunk.

Blotto . Very drunk.

Blow a fuse / gasket. To be

very angry.

Blow away 1 . To kill. 2. To

amaze.

Blowback . A method of

sharing a ‘joint’ between two

people, with one person

blowing and the other inhaling.
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Blow chunks . To vomit.

Blower The telephone.

Blow it! . A dismissive

exclamation of frustration and

anger.

Blow job  Fellatio or

cunnilingus

Blow-off . To break wind, but

not belching.

Blow off steam: To release

stress or anger.

Blow one’s mind . To cause

to be utterly confused or

amazed, originally when on

hallucinogens.

Blow one’s top . To explode

with fury.

Blow (someone) out To rudely

cancel

Blow the gaff. To reveal a plot

or secret.

Blow the whistle on. To inform

on.

Blub . To sob.

Blue arsed fly ‘like a blue

arsed fly’.

Blunt. A marijuana/cannabis

cigarette.

Blunted Intoxicated by

marijuana.

Boak. To vomit.

Boat Face.

Bob  To visit briefly.

Bobbins Rubbish, nonsense,

useless.

Bobbinsed Drunk, intoxicated.

Bobby A policeman/woman.

Bobby-dazzler  A amazing

thing or person.

Bo-boes . Sleep.

Bobs your uncle. There you

have it; a catch phrase

expressing satisfactory

completion.

Bod  A person.

Bodge 1. To do a poor job or

repair. 2. To cobble (something

together).

Bodge job . A job done poorly,

Boff To break wind,

Boffin . 1. A person involved in

scientific/technical research,  2.

An intellectual.

Bog . A toilet.

Bog all . Absolutely nothing.

Bogart . To selfishly hold on to

(something).

Boggin . Unpleasant, vile, ugly.

Bog off (!) Go away.

Bog-roll Toilet paper.

Bog-standard . Normal,

average, usual.

Boiler . An unattractive woman.

Bolivian marching powder

Cocaine. Humourous use.

BollockTo reprimand.

Bollock-brain . Idiot, imbecile.

Bollocking . A severe

reprimand.

(the) bollocks. The best, a

thing or situation of excellence.

Bollocks (!)  Rubbish,

nonsense, drivel.

Bollocksed 1. Worn out,

ruined, tired. 2. Very

intoxicated.

Bollock (something) up. To

make a mistake, to mess

something up.

Bollocks to that! A defiant
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exclamation.

Bolshie . Angrily provocative.

Bomb . 1. Another name for

burning cannabis fragments.

2. A small quantity of illicit drugs

wrapped in a handrolling

cigarette paper, forming a pill

like ball.  3. As, thebomb,

meaning excellent, the best.

Bombed out . Incapacitated by

drink or drugs.

Bommie night Bonfire night,

Bonce  The head.

Bonehead1.A stupid person.

2. A person with all their head

hair shaved off.

Bong . A water pipe used for

smoking cannabis or

marijuana.

Bonk . To fornicate.

Bonkers . 1. Crazy, insane

2. Eager for, crazy for.

Bonnie . A bonfire.

Bonnie night . Bonfire Night.

Boob A mistake.

Booboo . A mistake.

Boogie . A dance, usually to

pop music.

Boom!. A form of verbal

appreciation, sounding more

like boo!.

Boonies Rural areas, the

countryside.

Boot 1.An unattractive person.

2. As ‘the boot’, meaning the

‘sack’, termination of

employment.

Booze . Alcoholic drink.

Boozer  1. A public house, a

bar. 2. A person who enjoys

regularly drinking alcohol. An

alcoholic.

Booze-up . A drinking spree.

Boracic . Poor, having no

money.

Bored out of one’s skull .

Extremely bored.

Bore rigid . To utterley bore.

Bore shitless  To bore

completely.

Bore stiff. To bore completely.

Bore the pants off (someone)

To bore someone greatly.

Bore the tits off Meaning the

same as ‘bore the pants off

(someone)’.

Bosh . Nonsense, rubbish.

Boss . Excellent, good.

Boss-eyed . Cross-eyed or

having a squint.

Bossyboots A person who

bosses others around, a

domineering person.

Bostin. Great, good,

enjoyable.

Botch job. 1. A makeshift

construction or repair.

2. A thing done badly.

Botch (up) 1. To build or repair

in a makeshift manner.

2. To do something badly.

Bottle . Courage, confidence.

Bottle it . 1. To lose courage.

2. Shut up! Usually imper.

Bottler. A person who easily

gives up, or loses the courage

to complete a task.

Bottomless pit . A person with

an insatiable appetite for food.

Botty . The buttocks. Also
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abbreviated to bot. Children’s

expression.

Boulder houlder . A

brassiere.

Bovverboots Sturdy heavy

boots.

Bowfin  Disgusting,

unpleasant.

Box clever . To act shrewdly or

in a manner so as to outwit

someone.

Boxed Intoxicated by drugs.

Boy racer A young man who

has a penchant for fast cars and

reckless driving.

Bozo . An objectionable

person, an idiot.

Bradd pitt. An act of

defecation.

Brain To hit on the head.

Brained . Extreme drug

intoxication, affecting the mental

faculties.

Bran new Excellent,

respectable.

Brass . Money.

Brassed off . Fed-up,

annoyed.

Brass monkey weather .

Very cold weather.

Brassy . Very cold.

Bray. To beat up, thrash.

Bread . Money.

Breakbeat . 1. A style of drum

patterns originating from jazz. 2.

A dance music genre

epitomised by speedy

‘samples’ of breakbeats.

Break one’s balls. To work

very hard.

Break the ice. To overcome

the initial awkwardness of a new

situation, particularly among

people who don't know each

other very well.

Brekky Abb. of breakfast.

Brew . 1. A cup of tea, or more

generally a warm drink. 2.

Alcoholic drink, usually beer or

lager.

Brew-up . To make a cup or pot

of tea.

Brickie Abb. of bricklayer.

Brick-it  To be very scared,

terrified.

Brief. A solicitor or barrister.

Brill  Excellent.

Brilliant (!). Excellent,

marvellous.

Bring off . To help achieve

orgasm.

Britneys Beers.

Britpop . Abb. of British

Popular music.

Bro Abb. of brother.

Brolly. An umbrella.

Brown bread . Dead.

Browned off  Upset, fed up.

Brown hatter. A homosexual

male. .

Brownie point . A hypothetical

award for achievement,

Brown-nose . To overly praise

or behave sycophantically,

Brown trout. A lump of

excrement.

Brummie . A native of

Birmingham.

Bubble . To inform

Bubble (bath). A laugh.
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Bubbled . Found out,

discovered.

Bubblehead . An empty

headed and stupid person.

Derog

Bucket down. To rain heavily.

Buck up . To make happy or

more cheerful.

Bug 1.To annoy, to bother. 2. To

spy on via a concealed

microphone.

Bug-eyed . Having large

bulbous eyes.

Bugger (!)  1. An objectionable

person. 2. A person.

3. A situation or event that is

difficult or distressing.

Bugger about / around To

mess around, waste time.

Bugger-all Absolutely nothing

at all.

Buggeration ! An exclamation

of annoyance or surprise.

Buggered Worn out,

‘knackered’.

Bugger-it! . Exclamation of

frustration.

Buggerlugs. A term of

address, usually affectionate

use.

Bugger me! An exclamation of

surprise.

Bugger-off . Get lost, clear off.

Bugger-up . To mess up, to get

wrong.

Bugger you An exclamation of

annoyance.

Built like a brick shithouse

Large, sturdy, strong

Bull . Nonsense.

Bullshit . Nonsense, rubbish,

egocentric boasting.

Bullshitter . An egocentric

boaster, a teller of untruths.

Bum 1. A despicable person.

2 . A beggar, homeless person.

Bum around To mess about,

to laze about.

Bum-bag A small pouch worn

around the waist or hips, held

in place by a strap or belt, and

used to hold valuables and

money.

Bum-chum. A person with an

apparently overly close

friendship with another person.

Bumfluff . Adolescent facial

hair growth.

Bum-freezer . A short jacket.

Bummer . A bad time, a bad

experience, a disappointment.

Bumph . Papers or documents

usually of little interest.

Bump into (someone). To

fortuitously meet with someone.

Bump off . To murder.

Bump start. To help motivate,

assist in promoting action.

(the) bum’s rushForced

ejection or dismissal.

Bum steer An imparting of

false information.

Bumtag A faecal deposit that

has adhered to the anal hairs

of a person or animal.

Bumwad Toilet paper.

Bunce Money.

Bundle A large quantity of

money.

Bung  To give or throw.
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Bungalow. An idiot.

Bunk off  To shirk one’s duties.

Bunny boiler An obsessive

and psychotic woman.

Bunny hugger An animal lover

Buppie  Bread and butter.

Burn rubber  To depart quickly

(the) business  The best.

Bust  A police raid on a person

and/or property.

Bustin  Eager.

Bust one’s guts To work with

great effort.

Butch 1. Tough looking,

masculine. 2. A masculine

lesbian.

Butchers  A look.

Butt  The buttocks.

Butters 1. Ugly  2. Rubbish,

useless, of no value.

Butt naked. Naked.

Butt out . An impolite request

to keep one’s nose out of

something.

Butty  A sandwich.

Buzz 1. A telephone call.

2. A thrill.

Buzz along  A cheery request

to hurry off.

Buzz-cut  A short haircut using

electric clippers.

Buzzin’ Thrilled and full of

energy, often as a result of

partaking in illicit drugs.

Buzz off (!) To go away, to

leave.

By gum!  An exclamation of

surprise or amazement

By (h)eck ! An exclamation of

surprise.

C
Cabbage 1. A person in a

catatonic state or seemingly

brain dead.

Cabbaged Intoxicated to a

state of uselessness. From

being in a vegetative state.

Cack 1. Rubbish, nonsense.2.

Excrement.

Cack-handed C l u m s y ,

without manual dexterity.

Cackhander A left handed

person.

Cack it / oneself. To be

terrified.

Cacky . Dirty, rubbishy.

Caff . A cafe.

Cake-hole . The mouth.

Camp as a row of tents A

catch phrase implying very

‘camp’ or gay.

Camp it up To overact in an

affected manner

Cancer stick A cigarette.

Caned . Intoxicated.

Caner. A person who indulges

in excessive bouts of drug or

alcohol use.

Cane it. 1. To travel at great

speed.  2. To overindulge in

drugs/alcohol.

CankTo talk, chat or gossip.

Cans Headphones.

Cant . 1. To talk, to speak.

2. To tell tales, to lie.

Can’t be arsed . Can’t be

bothered.

Cardie A cardigan.

Carpet muncher 1. A lesbian.
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2. A person who performs

cunnilingus.

Carpet munching .

Performing cunnilingus.

C: $100, a pair of Cs = $200

Cabbage: Money

Caboose: Jail

Call copper: Inform the police

Can: 1. Jail 2. Car

Can house: Bordello

Can-opener: Safecracker who

opens cheap safes

Canary: Woman singer

Cat: Man

Century: $100

Cheaters: Sunglasses

Cheese it: Put things away,

hide

Chew: Eat

Chicago lightning: gunfire

Chicago overcoat: Coffin

Chick: Woman

Chilled off: Killed

Chin: Conversation;

chinning: talking

Chin music: Punch on the jaw

Chinese angle, A strange or

unusual twist or aspect to

something

Chinese squeeze: Grafting by

skimming profits off the top

Chippy: Woman of easy virtue

Chisel: To swindle or cheat

Chiv, chive: Knife,

Chopper squad: Men with

machine guns

Clammed: Close-mouthed

(Clammed up)

Carrot top Nickname for a

person with red/ginger hair.

Carry the can. To take

responsibility for a mistake.

Cantonments Permanent

British military bases usually

located just outside of a town or

city

Chadar cloak

Cha (or char) tea

Cha wallah hot tea seller

Chaplies sandals

Chitrali A non-Pathan

Afghanistan tribe known for

treachery, greed, and cruelty.

Choola cooking place, clay

oven

Chora Afghanistan heavy knife

Chota small, opposite of barra

Cutch, kutcha inferior, crude,

the opposite of pukka

Catch flies To look blankly with

one’s mouth open.

Catch some z’s Get some

sleep. Pronounced catch some

zeds

Champion  Excellent.

Channel surfing

Switching from one television

channel to another in search of

an interesting programme.

Chap1. A man. 2. A form of

address.

Char . Tea.

Charity-case . A person

deemed rightly or wrongly to be

in need of charity, whether poor

or handicapped in some

manner.

Charlie . 1. Cocaine.  2. A fool,

an idiot.

Chase the dragon  To smoke
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heroin by burning the drug on

foil and inhaling the smoke

through a tube.

Chat up . To talk with someone

with an ulterior motive in mind,

Chavvy. A child.

Cheeky monkey A light-

hearted name for a verbally

impertinent person.

Cheerio!. Goodbye!

Cheers! . 1.Goodbye!, a

parting salutation. 2. Thank

you!, an expression of gratitude.

Cheesed off . Fed up,

angered.

Cheesy Corny, cheap and

hackneyed.

Cheesy (quaver). 1. A favour.

2. A raver, a person into the

lifestyle and music of hardcore

house and techno.

Chelp. Impudence, cheek,

especially by a child to an adult.

Cherry . Virginity as in to lose

one’s cherry.

Chevy (chase) The face.

Chew the fat To chat.

Chib. A knife or blade.

Chicken 1. A young person. 2.

A game of courage in which

competitors dare one another

to complete a given task.

Chick flick A film (flick), often

romantic and with a happy

ending, and typically enjoyed by

females

Chill . To relax, take time out.

Chilled . Relaxed.

Chill-out To relax.

Chill pill. Something that

reduces anxiety and stress, and

promotes relaxation.

Chin (someone) To hit

someone on the chin.

China  Mate, a friendly term of

address.

Chinky 1. A Chinese person.

2. A Chinese restaurant or

takeaway. .

3. Chinese food, often a

takeaway meal.

Chinless wonder A person of

the wealthy upper classes, who

lacks depth of character and/or

intelligence.

Chin-wag A conversation or

chat.

Chippy 1. A chipshop. 2. A

carpenter.

Chocker Chocolate.

Chocolate drop A black

person.

Chocolate fireguard. A

useless thing.

Choice . The best, excellent.

Chokey . Prison.

Chomp To eat.

Chong it. To smoke marijuana/

cannabis constantly.

Choochie faceAffectionate

term of address, often used

with espect to children and

babies.

Choppers Teeth.

Chops  The mouth.

Chopsing Chatting.

Chopsy Chatty.

Chord . A bad mood.

Chordy  Moody.

Chore To steal.
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Chow 1. Food. a meal, 2. to eat

Chrome dome1. A bald head.

2. A man with a bald head.

Chubbychaser . A person who

finds fat people attractive.

Chubbychops. Jocular and

affectionate term of address for

a podgy person.

Chuck . An term of endearment

Chucking out time The time

when public houses close and

ask its customers to leave.

Chuck it down To rain,

often heavily.

Chuck one’s guts up To vomit.

Chuck up . To vomit.

Chuddy . Chewing-gum.

Chuff  Rubbish, nonsense.

Chuffed Pleased, delighted.

Chuffed to buggery / fuck

Very pleased.

Chuffer 1. A contemptible

person. 2. An annoying, difficult

or disappointing occurrence.

Chuggy. Chewing gum

Chump 1. A fool, a disliked

person. 2. The head.

Chunder Vomit

Chunner To mutter, grumble,

talk incessantly.

Chunter Meaning the same as

‘chunner’.

Ciggy . A cigarette.

Clanger A mistake or blunder.

Clap eyes on To notice.

Clapped out  Worn out, usually

applied to machinery.

Claire RaynersTrainers

Claret Blood.

Clarty 1. Sticky, gooey, messy.

2. Dirty.

Clayhead A person from Stoke

on Trent. Stoke,

Clean Having no drugs,

weapons or illicit goods on

one’s person.

Clemmed Hungry.

Clever-clogs A person who is

or claims to be clever or have

greater knowledge.

Climb the walls To reach a

state of severe agitation through

stress or worry.

Clingin Unpleasant,

disgusting.

Cling-ons Excrement that

adheres to anal hairs or fur on

animals.

Clink Prison.

Clippie A bus conductor.

Clit  Abb. of clitoris.

Clobber . Clothes and

personal belongings.

Clock  1. To notice. 2. To hit or

punch.

Clodhopper A large heavy

shoe.

Clot . An idiot, fool.

Cludgie A lavatory.

Clue up To inform.

Clued up. Knowledgeable,

informed.

Cobblers (!) An exclamation of

disagreement.

Cob . To throw

Cob on A temper.

Cock  1. A term of address,

usually affectionate.

3. Rubbish, nonsense.

Cock a snook/snoot To openly
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show contempt or disrespect.

Cocksucker A contemptible

person.

Cock-up . A mess, a shambles.

Cod To hoax, to joke.

Codger  An elderly male.

Codswallop Nonsense.

Coffin dodgerAn elderly

person.

Coffin nail A cigarette.

Coin it (in) To make large

amounts of money, to profit.

Coke . Cocaine.

Coked up To be intoxicated

with cocaine.

Colder than a witches tit

Very cold, when applied to the

weather, or air temperature.

Coldfish A person who is

unemotional or insensitive.

(the) cold shoulder . The act

of deliberately ignoring.

Collywobbles A feeling of

nervousness or pain in the

stomach.

Come a cropper 1. To fall

heavily. 2. To fail.

Comedown The depression

and tiredness after the

cessation of a bout of drug

taking.

Come it To act in an impudent

manner.

Come on An enticement,

Come onto To ‘chat up’.

Commie . A Communist.

Common as muck V e r y

common, usually applied to an

unsophisticated and uncultured

person.

Common or garden Ordinary,

plain.

Con artist A confidence

trickster.

ConflabA chat, conversation.

Conk  The nose.

Conk out 1. To breakdown,

often of machinery.

2. To become unconscious.

Cooking with gas . To

succeed, to proceed well.

Cool 1. Excellent, great 2. OK.

Coon A black person.

Cop a plea Plead guilty to a

reduced charge.

Cop-it To get into trouble.

Cop-out An excuse, an

avoidance of guilt.

Copper A policeman/woman.

Cop-shop A Police Station.

Cop some zeds To sleep.

Cor blimey! This mild

exclamation of surprise is a

corruption of the oath god blind

me.

Corker An excellent thing or

person.

Corking. Excellent, splendid.

Corn beef legsLegs with

mottled, blotchy skin,

reminiscent of the meat, corn

beef.

Corporation popSomewhat

archaic term for water.

Cost a bomb Be very

expensive.

Couch potato . A lazy person

who idles away time, usually

watching the television.

Cough up To hand over
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something, or reveal some

information, often reluctantly .

Clean sneak: An escape with

no clues left behind

Clipped: Shot

Close your head: Shut up

Clout: Shoplifter

Clubhouse: Police station

Conk: Head

Cool: To knock out

Cooler: Jail

Cop 1. Detective, even a private

one 2. To win, as in a bet

Copped, To be: Grabbed by

the cops

Copper  1. Policeman 2.Time

off for good behaviour

Corn: Bourbon (“corn liquor”)

Crab: Figure out

Crate: Car

Croak: To kill

Croaker: Doctor

Crushed out: Escaped (from

jail)

Cush: Money

Cut down: Killed

couldn’t organise a piss-up

in a brewery T o t a l l y

incompetent.

couldn’t stop a pig in an

alleyway Having bow legs.

coupon The face.

cow . A contemptible woman,

a ‘bitch’.

cowboy A person who is

unscrupulous and unqualified in

business.

cowboy outfit A group of

people, unscrupulous and

unqualified in business, working

under the guise of a respectable

business.

cow juice Milk.

cozzie A swimming costume.

crabby. Moody or short

tempered.

crabs . Pubic lice.

cracker1. A thing that is

excellent.

2. An attractive person,

particularly a woman.

crackers . Crazy.

crackhead An addict of ‘crack’

cracking . Brilliant, wonderful.

cracking (the) flags1. Very

hot weather.

2. Raining heavily.

(the) crack of sparrow’s fart.

Dawn, or specifically the crack

of dawn.

crackpot An insane or

eccentric person.

crack up 1. To breakdown with

laughter.

2. To mentally breakdown.

cradle snatcher . A person

who dates or marries someone

considerably younger than

themselves.

crank up . 1. To increase, often

with reference to the volume of

music. 2. To inject drugs.

crap (!) 1. Nonsense, rubbish,

something useless or not good.

2. An act of defecation.

3. Faeces.

crapper A toilet.

crappy . Rubbish, useless, of

poor quality.

crash 1. To share, loan or
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borrow. 2. To temporarily stay

over or sleep at a place other

than at one’s own usual abode.

crash out To pass out due to

intoxication or tiredness.

crate A delapidated vehicle.

crater face A face with pock

marked skin or the person with

such a face.

cravenGreedy.

crawl . To be obsequious.

cream  To succeed.

cream crackered  Tired out,

exhausted.

cream one’s jeans / pants /

knickersTo be very excited, so

much so that one figuratively

ejaculates.

crease up . To laugh heartily.

cred That which is acceptably

fashionable,

creep A contemptible person,

in particular, one who is

fawning.

creepy-crawly. An insect,

spider, worm etc.

crib 1. To copy, usually in an

underhand or unfair manner. 2.

To complain, grumble.

crikey! Used to express

surprise or astonishment.

Crimbo Christmas.

crimp off a length  To

defecate.

crimp one off . To defecate.

cringeworthy Likely to

promote embarrassment or

apprehension.

crinkly . A geriatric person.

croak1. To die. 2. To kill.

crock of shit  Rubbish, a

worthless item, of poor quality.

croggy. A pillion ride on a

single seat bicycle.

crown . To hit on the head.

crozzleTo dry out and become

crispy due to burning or heat.

crucial  Great, excellent,

essential.

cruckle. To twist one’s ankle,

to fall over on one’s ankle

crud (!) . Rubbish, something

useless.

cruddy Useless, unpleasant,

cheap and nasty.

cruising for a bruising Acting

in a manner that will get one into

trouble, or a fight.

crumbs ! A mild exclamation of

surprise or amazement.

cry on (about something) To

complain

culchie A rural dweller, a

bumpkin, a yokel.

culture vulture A person keen

to acquire culture.

cunted . Very intoxicated by

drink or drugs. Crude and

offensive.

cunt-face A contemptible

person.

cunt-faced . Very intoxicated.

cuppa . A cup of tea or lately

also referring to coffee. The

term is a contraction of cup of.

curl one off / down To

defecate.

currant bun 1. The sun. 2. The

Sun newspaper. 3. Son.

curtains The end.
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cushy Of an easy nature.

cushy number Something

that is easy and without stress.

cut A canal.

cut the crap! Stop talking

nonsense!

C-word A coy euphemism for

‘cunt’.

cyberpunk A nonconformist

advocate of modern technology,

especially such a user of the

Internet.

cyberspace . The imaginary

place that exists between

computers and their users,

particularly on the Internet and

in virtual reality.

D

dab hand A person highly

skilled at a given task.

da bomb The best.

dabs Fingerprints.

Daisy: None too masculine

Dame: Woman

Dance: To be hanged

Dangle: Leave, get lost

Darb: Something remarkable

or superior

Dark meat: Black person

Daylight, as in “let the daylight

in” or “fill him with daylight”:

Deck, Pack of cigarettes

Derrick: Shoplifter

Diapers, as in “Pin your

diapers on”: Clothes, get

dressed

Dib: Share (of the proceeds)

Dick: Detective

Dinge: Black person

Dingus: Thing

Dip: Pickpocket

Dip the bill: Have a drink

Dish: Pretty woman

Dive: A low-down, cheap sort of

place

Dizzy with a dame, To be: To

be deeply in love with a woman

Do the dance: To be hanged

Dogs: Feet

Doll, dolly: Woman

Dope 1. Drugs, of any sort 2.

Information 3. As a verb, as in “I

had him doped as” - to have

figured for

Dope fiend: Drug addict

Dope peddler: Drug dealer

Dormy: Dormant, quiet,

Dough: Money

Drift: Go, leave

Drill: Shoot

dab on . A sweat on.daft Silly,

foolish.

daft as a brush Very silly.

dafadar Indian cavalry

sergeant

dhobi washing

dhodie Indian bearers

dhoolie medical stretcher, a

light litter often used for carrying

the sick or wounded

dhoti loincloth wore by some

men in India

durwan doorman

daftie. A fool, an idiot.

dago . A foreigner

damage . The cost, expense.

dancers Stairs.

Danny (La Rue)A clue, an
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idea.

daps. Plimsolls, trainers

darkExcellent.

David Gower. A shower.

dead . Very, extremely.

dead cert A sure thing.

dead from the neck up

Unintelligent, stupid.

Dear John A letter, usually from

a female, terminating a

relationship.

deck . To physically knock

down, onto the deck.

deep sea diver. A five pound

monetary note.

deep shit. Serious trouble.

deffo . An abb. of definitely.

dekko A look or glance.

Delhi belly . A severe stomach

upset.

demic 1. A thing that is worn out

or broken. 2. A derogatory term

for a person who is constantly

sick, a hypochondriac,

someone in obviously less than

perfect health.

desmond1. A jacket. 2. A

university degree, grade

dhoby. To wash, clean.

dial A person’s face.

diamond Wonderful, excellent.

diamond geezer A really

wonderful man, helpful and

reliable;

Dibble . A policeman/woman.

dibs A claim.

dicey . Risky.

dick. A contemptible person

dickhead A stupid or annoying

person

dicksplash A contemptible

person.

dicksplat A despicable

person.

dicky Unsound, likely to fail,

unhealthy.

dicky-bird Rhyming slang for

word.

diddicoy. A gypsy.

diddly Nothing.

diddly-squat. Nothing,

diddy Small.

dilly-dally . To dawdle, linger,

loiter.

dimbo . An imbecile.

dimp . The filter remnants of a

smoked cigarette.

din-dins Dinner.

ding-dong . An argument,

commotion, fight.

dinky . Small, cute, neat.

dippy . Silly, empty-headed.

dipshit A despicable person.

dipso A drunk, an alcoholic.

dipstick A fool.

dirty . A general intensifier.

dischuffed Displeased.

dish the dirt . To reveal the truth

or gossip.

dish out To hand out,

distribute.

diss . To disrespect, ridicule,

insult.

div An idiot, a pitiable person.

dive A squalid place.

divvy . Idiot. Derog.

divvy up To share out,

distribute.

do a bunk To leave hurriedly,

escape.
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dob . To inform on, betray

dobber An idiot, a

contemptible person.

dobbing. A general intensifier.

docking Extremely.

docky . A snack.

docky time. Mid morning

break.

doddle An easy task.

dodgy Risky, suspicious,

dubious.

dog and bone Telephone.

dog-breath . A contemptible

person.

dog-end A cigarette end, the

remnants of a cigarette after

smoking.

dogsbody A person who does

the menial and boring tasks.

dog’s bollocks . The best.

dog’s breakfast A mess.

dog’s dinner . A mess.

do in . To beat up, to kill.

dole Social security benefits.

doll 1. A young and especially

attractive woman. 2.

Sweetheart. An expression of

endearment,

doll up To smarten up, make

attractive.

dollybirdAn attractive woman.

done in Tired out.

done up like a dog’s dinner

Smartly or extravantly dressed.

done up like a kipper. 1.

Caught in the act, caught red-

handed. 2. Put in a position of

no hope.

donkey’s years A long time.

doobie . A marijuana cigarette.

doobrie Something whose

name isn’t known or has been

forgotten.

doo doo Children’s expression

for faeces.

doofah . Meaning the same as

‘doobrie’.

doolally Mad, crazy, insane.

do one To go away.

do one’s fruit . To be extremely

annoyed.

do one’s head in To mentally

disturb.

do one’s nut To be very angry,

doormatA person who is easily

exploited, someone who is

walked on and readily used by

others.

dope 1. A stupid person.

Derived from dopey.

2. General term for a narcotic

drug.

dork . An idiot, a contemptible

person.

dose Euphemism for a

venereal infection.

dosh . Money.

dossTo sleep rough

dosser 1. A person who sleeps

rough, a homeless person 2. A

person who lives by exerting the

least amount of personal effort.

do the business Do what is

necessary to achieve the

required result

do the dirty on (someone)  To

betray, to cheat on (someone).

dotty Eccentric or slightly mad.

double bagger An ugly woman.

double-bubble Double time.
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double Dutch Nonsense or

incomprehensible talk.

doughnut An idiot, a

contemptible person

dout. A cigarette butt.

downer 1. A tranquillizer. 2.

Something that mentally

depresses.

down in the dumps

Miserable, depressed.

down the pan Wasted, lost,

ruined.

dozy. Dimwitted, stupid, slow.

drag 1. Dressing in the

opposite sexes clothes.

2. A draw on a cigarette.

drama queen Someone who

makes an excessive fuss over

a situation.

draw Cannabis or marijuana.

drawk To soak.

(the) dreaded lurgy. Any

unspecified or indeterminate

desease

dressed (up) to the nines.

Dressed very well and

fashionably.

drink from the furry cup To

perform cunnilingus.

drinky-poo. A drink.

Drink out of the same bottle,

close friends

Drop a dime: Make a phone

call,

Droppers: Hired killers

Drum: Speakeasy

Dry-gulch: Knock out, hit on

head after ambushing

Ducat  1. Ticket  2. For hobos,

a union card or card asking for

alms

Duck soup: Easy, a piece of

cake

Dummerer: Somebody who

pretends to be (deaf and?)

dumb in order to appear a more

deserving beggar

Dump: Roadhouse, club; or,

more generally, any place

Dust 1. Nothing, as in “Tinhorns

are dust to me” 2. Leave, depart,

as in “Let’s dust” 3. A look, as in

“Let’s give it the dust”

Dust out: Leave, depart

Dutch 1. As in “in dutch” -

trouble 2. As in “A girl pulled the

Dutch act” - committed suicide

3. As in “They don’t make me

happy neither.

drip A feeble and boring

person.

dripping with Having an

excessive amount of, usually in

the context of wealth, such as

jewellery or money.

drippy . Ineffectual, overly

sentimental.

drive the porcelain bus  To

vomit.

drop To take drugs orally.

drop a bollockTo make a

mistake.

drop a clanger To make an

obvious mistake.

drop dead!  An exclamation of

annoyance directed at a person.

dropdead gorgeous

Stunningly attractive.

drop (someone) in it To land

(someone) in trouble, to
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incriminate.

drop one’s guts To break

wind.

druggie A drug addict,

drumA house, home.

drum and bass Genre of

dance music, like ‘jungle’, but

more minimal.

drunk as a skunkVery

intoxicated with alcohol.

dub Originally a style of ‘chilled’,

deeper reggae music from

W.Indies with added segments

not dissimilar to samples.

dubby Affecting the style of

‘dub’, but remaining within its

original genre.

duck A term of address.

duckarse. To wet the end of a

cigarette,

duds . Clothes.

duff . Rubbishy, useless.

duffer  An inefficient or stupid

person.

duff up To beat up.

dull as dishwaterVery

unexciting, exceeding plain.

dumb ass . An idiot.

dumbnuts . An idiot.

dumbo A stupid, slow-witted

person.

dump 1. An act of defecation.

2. A squalid place

dust bunnies. Clumps of dust,

dweeb . An imbecile.

E
eager-beaver. An enthusiastic

person.

earache Incessant

complaining or talking.

ear bash . To talk unceasingly.

ear bashing A severe

reprimand.

earful . Enough of hearing

something or someone.

earner  A profitable job or

enterprise.

Eartha (Kitt) 1. An act of

defecation. 2. Faeces.

earwig To listen into a

conversation not meant for

one’s ears.

eats   Food, particularly simple,

inexpensive food.

eating irons  Cutlery.

easy-peasy  Very easy.

easy touch A person easily

exploited financially.

eat shit!  Expression of extreme

annoyance.

ecky Ecstasy.

ecky thump ! An exclamation

of surprise or shock.

eco warrior  An ecological

activist.

eddress  The e-mail equivalent

of an address.

E’d up  Intoxicated

eejit An idiot.

effing and blinding  Using

obscenities such as expletives,

usually in annoyance.

egg (and spoon) A black

person.

egg chasers Rugby players.

egghead  1. An intelligent

person, an intellectual person.
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2. A person who is bald.

eggy. Slightly annoyed,

irritated.

eh up!  Hello.

elbow grease Manual hard

work.

elephants. Drunk, intoxicated

with alcohol.

elevenses A mid to late

morning drink, approximately

taken at 11 o’clock.

emmas  Haemorrhoids.

emmet  A tourist.

Eel juice: liquor

Egg: Man

Eggs in the coffee: Easy, a

piece of cake, okay, all right

Elbow 1. Policeman 2. A collar

or an arrest. ·

Electric cure: Electrocution

Elephant ears: Police

expat. An expatriate.

extract the Michael  To tease

or ridicule.

eyeful  A good long look.

eyes like piss holes in the

snow 1. Tired, deep sunken

eyes. 2. Small eyes.

Eyetie An Italian. Offens.

F
face-ache Mildly offensive

name for a miserable looking

person.

face-fungus Facial hair, such

as moustache or beard.

face like a bag of spanners

1. Craggy faced. 2. Ugly.

fakir Indian holy man, wonder

worker

face like a bulldog chewing

a wasp Very unnattractive.

face like a wet weekend A

miserable, sad appearence.

face like the back end of a

bus Ugly.

faff . To fuss.

fag1. A cigarette.

fagged (out) Exhausted, tired.

faggerette A cigarette.

fag-end . A cigarette butt.

fair dos . An exclamation that a

thing is reasonable or

accepted. An extension of a fair

do.

fairy An effeminate person.

fairy snuff !That’s reasonable!

fancy (!). To like, to desire.

fanny about / around  To mess

around, or waste time.

Fanny Adams . Nothing at all.

fannybaws. An idiot, fool.

fanzine  A cheaply produced

specialist magazine.

far-out Splendid,

fart about / around  To mess

around, to waste time.

fart arse about. To mess

around, to waste time.

farty . Insignificant.

fat chance (!) No likelihood of

something happening. ”

fat-head . An idiot, imbecile.

Fat cat :  A person who has

great wealth and power

fatso . A name for someone

who is overweight or obese.

feck! . An exclamation of anger
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or frustration,

Fade: Go away, get lost

Fakeloo artist: Con man

Fin: $5 bill

Finder: Finger man

Finger, Put the finger on:

Identify

Flat 1. Broke 2.As in “That’s

flat” - that’s for sure

Flattie: Flatfoot, cop

Flimflam(m): Swindle

Flippers: Hands

Flivver: A Ford automobile

Flogger: Overcoat

Flop: 1. Go to bed 2. As in “The

racket’s flopped” - fallen

through, not worked out

Flophouse: “A cheap transient

hotel where a lot of men sleep

in large rooms”

Fog: To shoot

Frail: Woman

Frau: Wife

Fry: To be electrocuted

From nothing, as in “I know

from nothing”: I don’t know

anything

fess up. To admit, to confess.

fest . Festival.

fiddle To cheat.

fillem . A film.

fill-in . To severely beat up

fill your boots (!). Help

yourself! Enjoy yourself!

filth . The police.

filthy . Extremely (wealthy).

fin A £5 note.

firtle. To appear busy but

without actually achieving

anything, to tinker, to do a task

which is seen as a waste of

time.

fish Women.

fisticuffs . A brawl, a fist fight.

fit as a butcher’s dog. Very

healthy and strong.

fitba Football.

fit up. To incriminate by

employing false evidence.

fix . A dose of narcotics to which

one is addicted.

flabberghast . To confound,

astonish, amaze.

flabberghasted A m a z e d ,

astonished.

flake out. To collapse from

exhaustion.

flame  To verbally attack

someone via an e-mail.

flaming Nora! . An exclamation

of surprise or annoyance.

flannel . Nonsense.

flasher A person who

indecently exposes themselves

in public.

flash Harry . A showy and over

confident young man.

flash the ash To offer a

cigarette.

flash the V’s. An action of

contempt, by raising the index

and forefinger and making a V-

sign.

flat as a witches tit

1. Very flat, deflated. 2.

Unexciting, unstimulating.

flea-bag . Someone who is a

host to fleas, or more

commonly an unwashed person

flicks The cinema.
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flid An idiotic or objectionable

person.

flip (!) An expression of

annoyance.

flip one’s lid To lose self

control, become angry.

flit To secretly move house or

leave home in an attempt to

escape a person and/or a

situation.

floater Faeces that floats and

refuses to be flushed down the

toilet.

flob Spit, phlegm.

flog 1. To sell. 2. To do with

great effort.

floozie . Originally a girlfriend

but now also applied to

boyfriends

flop To fail.

fluff . To make a mistake during

a particular endevour, such as

during a performance of a play.

flummox . To confuse,

confound, bewilder.

flutter. A small bet.

fnarrr fnarrr A

 verbalised laugh.

folding . Money, in particular

higher denomination notes.

fool around . To act

promiscuously.

footy . The game of football or

a football.

for crying out loud! An

exclamation of anger or

frustration.

foreigner. A job or work done

as extra to one’s usual

employment and without the

permission of one’s employer.

for fucksake! . An exclamation

of anger.

form . 1. A bench. 2. A criminal

record.

for Pete’s sake!An

exclamation of anger,

frustration.

forty winks . A short sleep, a

cat-nap.

founder. To freeze, to become

chilled

freak-out To become agitated

with strong emotion, to

traumatize.

freak someone out . To

traumatize someone.

freebie . Something given free,

a free sample.

freeload . To take or receive

offered services and pleasures

without reciprocation.

freeloader A person who

‘freeloads’.

freeze one’s bollcoks off To

be physically very cold, when

applied to a person

fresher A first year

undergraduate.

frit. Frightened.

Frog . A French person.

frog and toad. Road.

fruitcake A crazy or eccentric

person

fubaredTired, exhausted,

ruined, intoxicated, drunk.

fuck about / around . To mess

around or idle away time.

fuck a duck ! . An exclamation

of surprise.
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fuck-all Nothing.

fuck-all squaredAbsolutely

nothing.

fucked off Utterly dejected,

miserable or annoyed.

fucked up 1. Ruined, broken.

2. Distressed, mentally

disturbed.

fucker 1. A contemptible

person. 2. A person or thing. 3.

An annoying or disappointing

occurrence

fuck-face . A despicable or

contemptible person.

fucking hell! An exclamation

fuck it ! A general dismissive

exclamation.

fuck me (!) An exclamation of

surprise or amazement.

fuck off (!) Go away, get lost.

fuckpig An objectionable

person.

fuck someone off To annoy

someone greatly.

fuck someone’s brains out

To copulate vigorously and with

enthusiasm.

fuck up . To mess up,

fuckwit An idiot.

fuck you! . An aggressive

exclamation of anger and

defiance.

fugly Very ugly.

(the) full monty. The complete

amount.

full of shit Mistaken, wrong,

speaking nonsense.

fundy A fundamentalist, a

devout religious follower.

funk . A type of music that is

‘funky’.

funky . 1. Of music, earthy,

bluesy and very rhythmic. 2.

Exuberantly fashionable.

funny business

 Misbehaviour or deception.

funny-farm . A mental

institution.

(the) fuzz . The police, as an

organisation.

G
g 1. A gram. 2. A thousand, from

‘grand’

Ghazi Afghanistan Fighter for

the Faith, fanatic

ghi, ghee Clarified butter, used

as cooking oil

goralog Afghanistan name for

Europeans

grass-widow Anglo-Indian for

a married woman temporarily

away from her husband

Gurkha Mercenary soldier in

the British army, from Nepal.

gab To chatter, talk.

gabba A variety of fast Dutch

‘ravey’ techno.

gabby Talkative.

gadgeA male, often with

respect to older men.

gaff 1. Place of residence or

work. 2. Place.

gaffer . The boss.

gaga . Insane, just a little crazy.

gagging (for something) To

have an extreme desire for

something.
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galoot . An ungainly and often

unrefined person.

gammy. Injured, painful or

septic.

gan Go.

gander An inquisitive look.

Gandhi’s revenge A

stomach upset, and subsequent

diarrhoea.

gang-bang Copulation with an

individual by a group.

ganja . Marijuana.

gannet . A greedy person.

gansie . A pullover, jumper,

woollen sweater, cardigan

garage . Dance music not

greatly dissimilar to ‘house’ but

with a natural vocalist

garm Clothes.

gary A tablet, usually the drug

garyboy A male who drives a

sporty car.

gas. To chat, talk incessantly.

gasping . To be desperate for

something.

gawp To stare obtrusively.

gear Illicit drugs.

gee-gees. Usually children and

gambler’s use.

geek An intelligent but socially

inept person

geezer 1. General term for a

man, however the word can

imply more specific qualities,

2. A confident man with earthy

masculine qualities, very much

‘laddish’ in nature.

geezerbird1. An androgynous

looking woman.

2. A tomboy. 3. A woman who

enjoys typically male pastimes.

get An idiot, a contemptible

person.

get a build on To roll a ‘joint’,

a marijuana/cannabis cigarette.

get a life! An instructional and

admonishing statement to sort

oneself out.

get a load of (something) A

demand for someone’s

attention.

get away with murder To

escape punishment or to go

unharmed after a risky feat or

misdemenour.

get cracking Hurry up, get on

with one’s task.

get hitched To get married.

get knotted! . An exclamation

of anger expressed at

someone.

get nowhere fast. To not

progress at all, despite one’s

efforts.

get off at Edgehill T o

perform coitus interruptus.

get off on To enjoy greatly, to

be thrilled.

get off with (someone) To

achieve a communing with

(someone).

get one’s act together To hurry

up, to get oneself together.

get one’s goat. To annoy

someone.

get one’s mad up To annoy.

get on one’s tits . To annoy, to

get on one’s nerves.

get on one’s wick. To annoy.

get stuck in Get involved in,
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apply oneself.

get stuffed! An angry

rebuke.

get the nodTo get approval or

permission.

get to fuck! An exclamation of

dismissive defiance or

annoyance.

get up one’s nose To irritate

someone.

ghetto blaster A large portable

stereo radio/CD/cassette

player.

Gianluca (Vialli). Cocaine.

giddy aunt . See the

exclamation ‘oh my giddy aunt!’

giddy kipperAn overexcitable

person.

gift of the gab The ability to talk

incessantly, persuasively, to

have the knack of conversation.

giggle A good time, a lark.

Gilbert. A small ball of nasal

mucus.

gimmerAn elderly person.

gimp A contemptible person, a

fool.

ginnell  An alleyway, a passage

at the rear of houses.

ginormous . Huge.

gip . To vomit.

gippo. A gypsy.

gippy . Sickly.

git . An idiot or contemptible

person.

gittyAn alleyway.

give head To perform fellatio or

cunnilingus.

give it a whirl To attempt

something.

give it laldyTo be enthusiastic,

to put in some effort.

give it some rice Put some

effort in.

Gams: Legs

Gashouse, as in “getting

gashouse”: Rough

Gasper: Cigarette

Gat: Gun

Gee: Man

Geetus: Money

Getaway sticks: Legs

Giggle juice: Liquor

Gin mill: Bar

Gink: Man

Girlie: Woman

Give a/the third: Interrogate

(third degree)

Glad rags: Fancy clothes

Glom 1. To steal 2. To see, to

take a look

Glaum: Steal

Go climb up your thumb: Go

away, get lost

Go over the edge with the

rams: To get far too drunk

Go to read and write:

Rhyming slang for take flight

Gonif: Thief (Yiddish)

Goofy: Crazy

Goog: Black eye

Goon: Thug

Goose: Man

Gooseberry lay: Stealing

clothes from a clothesline

Gowed-up: On dope, high

Grab (a little) air: Put your

hands up

Graft: 1. Con jobs 2. Cut of the

take
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give it some welly Put some

force into it.

give it the/some biftas To try

hard, to put effort into a given

task.

give it up. To applaud, show

one’s appreciation.

give out. To complain.

Give over ! Stop it !

Give someone a bell To

telephone someone.

Give someone the big E To

reject someone, to dismiss

someone, to give someone the

elbow (E).

Give someone the boot To

dismiss someone from

employment or a relationship.

Give someone the elbow To

reject Someone.

Give someone their P45 To

terminate a relationship.

Give someone the Spanish

archer. To dismiss, to sack.

Give someone what for A

severe reprimand.

(the) glad-eye A look of

desire cast at another person.

Glaikit . Stupid, idiotic, usually

describing a look on

someone’s face.

Glass  To break and smash a

drinking glass into someones

face.

Glass back . A fragile back or

spinal area, prone to injury.

Glassback A name for a

person with a consistently bad

back.

Gloopy Viscous, sticky.

Gloria GaynorsTrainers,

sports footwear.

Glued to your seats

To be extremely interested in

something; to be so involved

with something that you cannot

move.

Glug . A drink of something,

particularly a large mouthful.

Gnat’s piss A particularly weak

and tasteless drink

gnat’s whisker Very close, a

small amount.

go a bundle on Like, favour.

go ape/apeshit  Become

angry, furious.

go arse over titTo fall, to trip

up.

gob1.The mouth. 2. Phlegm

that has been spat

out.

Go ballistic To explode with

fury.

Gobbin . An idiot.

Gobbledygook Unintelligible

jargon, nonsense.

Gobby Mouthy, offensively

outspoken.

Gob iron A mouth organ,

harmonica.

gobshite A person who talks

nonsense or boasts to inflate

their ego, a contemptible

person.

gobsmacked A m a z e d ,

astounded.

gobstruck. Amazed, shocked.

go commando Not wearing

underwear.

God-awful Particularly
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unpleasant, horrible.

go down a bomb To be

very successful and popular.

go down a treat. To be

welcomed and enjoyed.

go fuck yourself! A n

exclamation of anger at

someone, such as ‘get lost!’

gogglebox  Television.

go like the clappers  To go

speedily.

gonk An idiot.

good call!  Good thinking!

Good decision!

good crack An enjoyable

situation.

good egg  A liked and favoured

person.

goody-two-shoes A virtuous

person.

go off on one To lose control.

goofy  A name given to a

person with large protruding

teeth.

goon  A fool or objectionable

person.

goose  To poke or feel a

persons bottom, usually without

their consent.

gooseberry  A person who is

an unwanted extra, usually to a

courting couple.

goosegogs Gooseberries

(the fruit).

go pear shaped Go wrong.

goppin Disgusting, ugly.

gor blimey! An oath.

Gordon Bennett! An

exclamation of anger or

surprise.

gorm An idiot, an imbecile.

gormless. Lacking sense,

foolish.

go spare Become very angry.

goss Abbreviation of gossip.

go straight To renounce a life

of crime.

goth 1. A youth culture

phenomenon, 2. A person who

adopts the characteristics of the

youth culture.

go tits-up1. To go wrong, to fail.

2. To fall over.

go to pot To deteriorate.

go to the dogs To rot,

deteriorate, worsen.

go to the foot of our stairs !A

exclamation of surprise.

governor 1. One’s employer.

2. A term of address,

gowk To stare obtrusively.

gozz To spit.

gradeley Good, excellent.

graft To work hard.

grafter 1. A hard worker.

2. A criminal or drug dealer.

grand Excellent, lovely

grapes. Haemorrhoids.

grass . 1. An informer 2.

Marijuana.

grasshopper A policeman.

graveyard shift Late night

work.

greasy spoon An expensive

and poor quality cafe.

greb  A dirty, unsavoury or

contemptible person.

grebo 1. A lout 2. A leather

jacketed, long-haired lout, and

follower of rock music. 3. A
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person or follower of one of the

rock music

grebby Dirty, unsavoury.

greenie Nasal mucus, or spit

that contains such.

green welly brigade

Member’s of the upper middle-

class

gregory Neck.

gricer A railway / train

enthusiast.

gridlock . A total blockage,

usually refers to a traffic jam

grief Trouble, hassle.

grockle . A holidaymaker,

tourist.

grogan A lump of faeces.

groovy Excellent, wonderful.

grope To feel a person in a

sexual manner.

grot 1. Dirt, rubbish. 2. A

contemptible person.

grotbag 1. A dirty or sleazy

person 2. A contemptible

person.

grot mag A pornographic

magazine.

grotty . Unpleasant,

disgusting, shabby, of poor

quality.

groupie A person who

fanatically follows a rock/pop

band or star around.

grundies Underwear, usually

applied to male underpants.

grunge . A type of punk/metal/

thrash crossover music

grungey 1. Scruffy, smelly,

grimy. 2. Of or in the manner of

‘grunge’.

gubbins Paraphernalia,

miscellaneous items.

guff To break wind, to ‘fart’.

gumf Nonsense, rubbish.

gumby A bumpkin, a yokel, a

‘hick’.

gunge Thick sticky liquid.

gungy Viscous, sticky.

gunk Thick gooey liquid.

gurt 1. Very, extremely, as used

for emphasis.

2. Large.

Grand: $1000

Greasers: 1.Mexicans or

Italians. 2. A hoodlum, thief or

punk.

Grift: Confidence game,

swindle

Grifter: Con man

Grilled: Questioned

Gum: Opium

Gum-shoe: Detective;

Gun for: Look for, be after

Guns: 1. Pickpockets 2.

Hoodlums

gut-rot Stomach ache.

gutted Very disappointed.

gutties. Rubber soled sports

shoes

guv A term of address for a

man.

guzzle-guts A person who

drinks greedily.

gyp. Hassle, bother.

H
hack To manage, cope.

haramzadas bastards,
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scoundrels

hathiyar weapons

havildar Indian infantry

sergeant

havildar major Indian infantry

color sergeant

hazar “Get ready.”

hubshi Negro, woolly-head, 

huzoor lord (Pushtu)

hacked off  Annoyed,

depressed.

hacky Dirty, scummy.

ha ha!  A sarcastic verbally

represented laugh

Hack: Taxi

Half, A:50 cents

Hammer and saws: Police

Hard: Tough

Hard as nails  : Very tough;

unfriendly, cold.

Harlem sunset: Some sort

fatal injury caused by knife

Hash house: A cheap

restaurant

Hatchetmen: Killers, gunmen

Have the bees: To be rich

Have the curse on someone:

Wanting to see someone killed

Head doctors: Psychiatrists

Heap: Car

Heat: A gun

Heeled: Carrying a gun

High pillow: Person at the top,

in charge

hairy Frightening, alarming.

hairy-arsed  Rough, primitive,

unrefined, coarse.

half-arsed  Unenthusiastic,

feeble, incomplete.

half-cut  Tipsy, drunk but not

incapacitated.

half-inch  To steal.

half soaked  Slow witted or

slow in movement, laid back.

hames A mess, a shambles.

ham-fisted Clumsy.

hammer To take or do

something to excess.

hammered 1. Totally

intoxicated. 2. Exhausted, used

to excess.

hammy  Over-theatrical.

Hampsteads . Teeth.

handbag Style of ‘house’ music

which has a more poppy and

accessible quality,

handbags A harmless

altercation.

handle  A name, a nickname,

hand-me-downs Items, usually

clothes, passed on to younger

members of a family when they

are outgrown.

hang about! Wait a moment!

Hold on!

hang a left / right  Turn left /

right.

hangin’  Unattractive, nasty,

unsavoury.

hang out  To reside, to loiter,

to pass the time.

hangout A place for passing

time.

Highbinders 1. Corrupt

politician or functionary

2. Professional killers

Hinky: Suspicious

Hitting the pipe: Smoking

opium

Hitting on all eight: In good
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shape, going well

Hock shop: Pawnshop

Hombre: Man, fellow

Hooch: Liquor

Hood: Criminal

Hooker, A drink of strong liquor

Hoosegow: Jail

Hop: 1. Drugs, mostly morphine

or derivatives like heroin 2. Bell-

hop

Hop-head: Drug addict,

Horn: Telephone

Hot: Stolen

hang tough  To act tough and

arrogant.

hang-up An emotional

problem

Hank Marvin. Starving.

happen  Perhaps, maybe.

happy as Larry  Very happy.

happy as pig in shit  Very

contented.

happy bunny A contented

person.

hard  Tough and unyielding,

hard as fuck  1. Exceptionally

tough and unyielding. 2. Very

difficult.

hard-ass  A particularly

aggressive person.

hard cheese! Hard luck!

hardcore 1. Explicit

pornography. 2. A fast ‘techno’/

’rave’ hybrid music,

3. A variety of ‘punk’ rock,

characterized by its extremes.

hardhead An obstinate person.

hard-nut  An aggressive and

tough person.

hard-shit! Bad luck, how

unfortunate.

hardstuff  General name for

strong alcoholic drinks

hash Abb. of hashish, the drug.

hate someone’s guts To

utterly detest someone,

have a bat in the cave. To

have visible nasal mucus visible

up a nostril

have a bun in the oven To be

pregnant.

have a dab on To be hot and

perspiring, consequently

needing to mop or dab at the

excessive sweat.

have a face like a slapped

arse Be miserable looking.

have an eppy . Have a fit of

fury.

have a face on To appear

miserable, or annoyed.

have a pop at (someone) To

verbally or physically attack

(someone).

have a screw loose To be a

little insane.

have a slate loose. To be a

little insane.

have a turtle’s head. Have an

urgent need to defecate.

have a weed on Be annoyed,

angry.

have a whack at  To attempt.

have it Going for it in the sense

of not holding back.

have it large  Total enthusiasm

and committment to enjoyment

and hedonism.

have one’s guts for garters

A threat said as a reprimand,
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head-banger . A fan of rock

music, usually wearing jeans

and leathers.

headcase A lunatic, a mentally

unstable person.

headfuck Something or

someone that is mentally

disturbing

head-honcho The word

honcho derives from the

Japanese han’cho meaning

group leader.

head-the-ball . A lunatic, an

idiot.

headtrip . A pleasant

exploration of a thought, a self-

indulgent fantasy.

heap  A thing that is old and

delapidated.

heavy metal  Generally, highly

amplified rock music and its

associated long hair and

fashions.

heavy mob  A group of

muscular or tough people

gathered together to utilize their

collective strengths.

heebie-jeebies An uneasy or

very nervous feeling.

hellhole  A thoroughly

unpleasant place.

hells bells!. An exclamation of

surprise.

hen A form of address or a term

of endearment such as

sweetheart.

hen-pecked Under the control

of a domineering female.

Henry . Drug parlance

Herbert . An dull objectionable

person.

here’s looking at you!. A

drinking toast.

here’s mud in your eye!. A

toast expressed before a drink.

hick . A rustic, rural dweller.

hickey. A love bite.

high . A pleasantly intoxicated

state.

high as a kite . Very

intoxicated by alcohol or drugs.

hinny. An affectionate form of

address.

hip-hop Dance music genre

with rapping,

hippyish . Of or like a hippy.

hippy . A person who adopts

the characteristic style of 1960s

look with long hair, worn jeans,

etc.

his nibs . A jocular and mocking

title given to a self-important

person.

hissy fit An outburst of bad

temper

hit . 1. An injection of a drug. 2.

A murder or violent crime.

hit list . A list of prospective

victims.

hit the hay Go to bed.

hit the road . Depart.

hit the sack Go to bed

ho 1. A whore, a prostitute. 2. A

contemptible woman.

hock . To pawn.

hog . A powerful high

handlebarred motorbike.

holding the folding . Having

adequate cash on one’s

person.
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hole. A despicable or

undesirable place.

hole in the wall  A bank’s

externally accessible cash

dispenser.

hols  Abb. of holidays.

honk . A bad smell.

honk up . An onomatopoeia for

to vomit.

hooey (!) . Nonsense.

hoof . To kick.

hoo-ha . A commotion, trouble,

a row.

hooked  Addicted; to like

something so much that you

need it every day.

hoolivan . A police van with

protective grills for use in riots

against hooligans and

troublesome crowds.

Hooray Henry A young male

of the upper classes.

hospital pass. A pass in the

game of football

hot air . Empty talk, nonsense.

hot knives . A method of

smoking cannabis without the

aid of tobacco.

hottie A hot waterbottle

hot to trot   Keen to move on,

to leave.

hot-wire  To start up an engine

without the aid of keys.

hovis Dead.

how are you diddling? . A

greeting, such as How do you

do ?.

howay. Let’s go, or come on.

how goes (it)?. A greeting.

how’s it hanging?. How are

you?

how’s tricks? How are you?

hoy. To throw.

hubbly (bubbly) A waterpipe

used for smoking cannabis or

marijuana.

huff . A bad mood.

huggins. Many, a large

amount.

hum. To smell unpleasant.

humongous . Very large,

enormous.

hump . 1. To copulate. 2. To

shift something awkwardly.

House dick: House/hotel

detective

House peeper: House/hotel

detective

Hype: Shortchange artist

humpty. Annoyed, irritated.

hunky-dory . O.K., fine,

hurl To vomit.

hutch up. To move up, or along,

thus creating space.

hyped up  Over-excited,

manic.

hyper Over-excited, nervous,

agitated.

I
ice Diamonds or more

generally jewellery.

ick . A distasteful substance.

ickle. Small, little.

icky  Gooey or sticky.

iffy Unsound, incorrect,

improbable, suspicious.

I’ll be buggered! An

exclamation of surprise.
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Ice : Diamonds

In stir: In jail

Ing-bing, as in to throw an: A fit

Iron: A car

I’ll be buggered if... . There’s

no way.

in bits . Mentally confused.

in bulk. Laughing.

in cahoots with . In league

with, colluding.

in deep shit . In big trouble.

indie . A type of guitar

orientated music derived from

‘punk’.

indie-kid . A person who is

keen on ‘Indie’ music and wears

its fashions.

(the) information

superhighway world wide

web (www)

innit! . A questioning statement.

inside . In prison.

inside job . A crime committed

against an organisation or

property, by a affiliated person.

in shtook . In trouble.

in the altogether. Naked.

in the buff . Naked.

in the club . Pregnant.

in the doghouse . Out of

favour.

in the nuddy . Naked.

into . Interest,

iron. A homosexual.

idderao come here

I should cocoa! . I should say

so!

item . A couple in a steady

relationship.

J
jack and jill . A pill.

jao go away

jawan soldier

jemadar Indian junior officer

jezail Afghanistan very long

musket

jihad or jehad holy war for

Islam

juldi hurry up

jack it in (!) Stop it!

Jack (Jones) Alone.

jack in . Stop doing

(something).

Jackson Pollocks Nonsense,

rubbish.

Jack-the-lad A male who is

quick witted,

jack-up . To inject with drugs.

jaffa. An infertile male.

jag An injection.

jake/jakey . 1. A drunk, a meths

dinker.

jammy  Fortunate, lucky.

jam packed . Full to capacity.

jam rag . A sanitory towel, a

tampon.

Jack: Money

Jake, Jakeloo: Okay

Jam: Trouble, as in “in a jam”

Jane: A woman

Jasper: A man (perhaps a hick)

Java: Coffee

Jaw: Talk

Jerking a nod: Nodding

Jingle-brained: Addled

Jobbie: Man

Joe: Coffee, as in “a cup of joe”

Johns: Police
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Jam roll  An idiot.

jam sandwich . A police car,

jangle . To gossip.

jar  A glass of beer or lager,

usually a pint.

jarred off Upset, fed-up.

jasper. A wasp.

jazz mag . A pornographic

magazine.

Jeez! . A profane exclamation

of surprise, frustration.

jellies . Cheap rubber/plastic

sandals mainly worn by children

jelly . Temazepam (a

tranquillizer).

jellyfish . A weak and

ineffectual person.

jerk  Idiot.

jessie . A feeble, easily scared

person, a softy.

Jesus! . A profane exclamation

of surprise, anger, frustration.

Jesus boots. Sandals.

Jesus creepers. Sandals.

Jesus freak . A strong believer

in Christianity

Jesus H Christ!. An

exclamation of surprise,

annoyance.

Jesus wept! . An exclamation

of annoyance or surprise.

jet. To move quickly or depart

hurriedly.

jiffy . A moment, a short time.

jigger. An alleyway, back

passage.

jiggery pokery. Deception,

trickery, dishonest behaviour.

jimjams  Pyjamas

jimmy riddle . A act of

urination.

jitters . Severe nervousness.

jitty. An alleyway or

passageway between

buildings.

Joanna . Piano.

job. To hit, punch, physically

attack.

jobby . 1. A lump of excrement.

2. An act of defecation.

jobsworth . A person who is

very pedantic at work and strictly

adheres to the rules;

Jock . A Scottish person. Can

be offensive.

jockey’s whips . Chips,

French fries.

Joe Baxi taxi.

Joe Bloggs A fictitious name

for the average or unknown

person.

Joey 1. A friend or

acquaintence 2. An imbecile.

John . 1. General term of

address for a male.

2. A client.

johnny  A condom.

joint . A cannabis or marijuana

cigarette.

jollies . 1. Pleasure, thrills. 2.

Holidays, vacation.

jolly. A day trip, particularly one

taken for pleasure and

arranged from ones place of

work.

josh . To jest and joke with

someone.

joskin. A rural dweller, a country

bumpkin.

joyride . A ride in a stolen
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vehicle.

jug handles . Ears, usually

implying large or excessively

protruding

jumbly . 1. A jumble sale. 2. The

unwanted goods and

possessions which are sold at

a jumble sale.

jumped up . Arrogant.

jungle . A dance music based

around speedy ‘breakbeats’,

‘dubby’ bass and ‘samples’.

jungle bunny. A black person.

junglist . A person interested

and committed to ‘jungle’ music.

Johnson brother: Criminal

Joint: Place, as in “my joint”

Jorum of skee: Shot of liquor

Joss house: Temple or house

of worship for a Chinese

religion

Juice: Interest on a loanshark’s

loan

Jug: Jail

Jujus: Marijuana cigarettes

Jump, The: A hanging

jumpy:Nervous or  apprehensive

Junkie: Drug addict

K
K . 1. A thousand, a kilogram, a

kilobyte. 2. Ketamine.

kabish?. Understand?

kak1. Rubbish, nonsense. 2.

Excrement.

Kale: Money

Keister, keyster: 1. Suitcase 2.

Safe, strongbox

Kick, as in “I got no kick”: I have

nothing to complain about

Kick off: Die

Kicking the gong around:

Taking opium

Kiss: To punch

Kisser: Mouth

Kitten: Woman

Knock off: Kill

Knockover: Heist, theft

karzy . A lavatory.

kaylied . Very drunk.

kecks . Trousers.

keen as mustard . Very

enthusiastic, eager.

keep one’s pecker up .

Remain cheerful.

keep tabs on . To keep

informed about.

keep your hair on!. Calm

down! or remain calm!

ken. To know.

ker-ching!. The sound of a

cash till ringing, expressed to

signify monetary profit.

kerfuffle. A commotion or fuss.

Kabul The capital city of

Afghanistan

kali-pani ocean

Khabadar be careful

khak Persian for dust or dirt,

root word for khaki. Khalsa

literally “the Pure”; the Sikh Army

khan Afghanistan chieftain or

prince

khansamah butler

khel Afghanistan for clan

khud Anglo-Indian for steep

hillside or cliff
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kila castle 

Kot daffadar Indian cavalry

color sergeant

kotal Afghanistan mountain

pass

kukri Gurkha knife

kullah Afghanistan pointed cap

ket Sweets, confectionary,

candy.

kettle A watch or wrist watch.

kewl 1. Excellent, wonderful. 2.

OK.

kick  To give up.

kick in . To begin.

kickin’ . Full of life and energy.

kick it. To die.

kick off . 1. To start trouble 2.

To begin.

kick some arse/ass 1. To beat

up someone.

2. To put all one’s effort into

winning.

kick the bucket . To die, to

pass away.

kick the stuffing out of

(someone) To beat up

severely.

kiddo . A younger person than

oneself.

kidology. The persistent and

intentional deception and

teasing of someone for

pleasure.

Kinnell! . Exclamation of anger

or surprise.

kip 1. Sleep. 2. The face.

kipper  The face.

kit . Clothes.

kite. To fraudulently use dud or

stolen cheques.

klempt. Hungry.

klepto . Abb. of kleptomaniac.

knacker . To wear out, to

exhaust, to ruin.

knackered . 1. Tired, worn out,

exhausted. 2. Broken. 3.

Thwarted, prevented from

succeeding at a task.

knackering  Tiring.

kneecap . To cripple someone

by shooting or hitting their

kneecaps as a means of

punishment.

knee high to a grasshopper

Short in height.

knees-up . A lively party.

knicker. One pound sterling.

knickers! . A exclamation of

defiance or annoyance.

knob. An idiot, an objectionable

person.

knob-head . An idiot, a

contemptible person.

knob off!. An exclamation of

anger.

knob-shiner . A contemptible

person.

knock . To criticize.

knocking on (a bit). Aged, old.

knocking shop . A brothel.

knock it off (!) . Stop it.

knock it on the head (!)Stop

it!

knock out To produce, supply

or sell.

know one’s onions.

Knowledgeable and competent

in one’s task.

knuckle sandwich . A punch

in the mouth.
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kooky . Crazy, eccentric.

kosher . Correct, legitimate.

Kraut . A German.

kushty . Excellent, fine, OK.

L
lal pagriwalas Afghanistan

name for Sikhs

lance daffadar Indian cavalry

corporal

lashkar tribal grouping of

armed men, army

lungi Afghanistan sash

lace into . To attack, either

verbally or physically.

lacky-band . A corruption of the

words elastic band.

laddish  Of or like the

characteristics of a young man.

Lady Godiva. A five pound

note.

lager boys. Young men who

over-indulge in alcohol and

consequently become loutish.

lagered (up). Drunk,

intoxicated through the use of

lager.

lager lout. A young person

whose anti-social behaviour is

primarily instigated by the

excessive drinking of alcohol.

lagged /laggered. Drunk,

intoxicated with alcohol.

La la land. An unreal place; a

fantastic dreamworld.

Lammed off: Ran away,

escaped

Law, the: The police

Lay 1. Job, 2.  to tell

Lead poisoning: To be shot

Lettuce: Folding money

Lid: Hat

Lip: (Criminal) lawyer

Lit, To be: To be drunk

Loogan: a guy with a gun

Looker: Pretty woman

Look-out: Outside man

Lousy with: To have lots of

lairy 1. Knowing, conceited.

2. Cheeky or brash. 3. Flashily

dressed.

la-la-land The hypothetical

place where one is out of touch

with reality,

lambchops. Sideburns.

lamp . To hit.

langered. Drunk, intoxicated.

lardarse . A fat person.

large . Excellent.

large it . To be enthusiastic.

lash. To discard, throwaway.

lashed up. Drunk.

Later(s) ! . Goodbye!

laughing boy . A sardonic

nickname for a male who looks

miserable.

laughing gear . The mouth.

lav . A toilet. Abb. of lavatory.

lay one on (someone)  To hit

(someone).

lazz . To pass or throw.

lead up the garden path . To

mislead.

leak . An act of urination.

leathered  Drunk.

leathering . A beating.

lech . To sexually lust.
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lecky . Electricity.

leftfield . Taking an

unconventional view or stance.

left footer. A Catholic.

lefty . A socialist.

leg it . To run hurriedly.

legit . Abb. of legitimate.

legless . Very drunk.

lemon squeezy. Easy, simple.

Leo . An all day drinking spree.

lesbo. A lesbian. Derog.

let off . To break wind, to ‘fart’.

let one go. To break wind, to

fart.

let (one) rip. To break wind, to

fart.

lezzer. A lesbian. Derog.

lick . To perform cunnilingus.

lickety-split. Fast, speedily.

lickle . Small.

(the) life of Riley  The good life.

Lug 1.Bullet 2. Ear 3. Man

Lunger: Someone with

tuberculosis

lights are on but no-ones

home  Of a person,

like a bastard. In a hurried or

agitated state.

like a blue arsed fly . Hurriedly

and frantically.

like a rat up a drainpipe. Very

quickly.

like flies on shit. Used as

emphasis to imply great

numbers and enthusiasm,

like fuck (!). Intensely, greatly,

very much, speedily.

like it or lump it. An ultimatum

- either like it or put up with it,

but whatever there is no choice.

like nobody’s business .

Totally, quickly, very well.

like shit off a shovel . Very

quickly.

Lilly. The police.

Limey. An English person.

line . A quantity of powdered

drug, such as cocaine,

Lionels. Flaired trousers/jeans.

lip . Verbal impudence, cheek.

lippy . Impertinent, mouthy,

cheeky.

lips The labias.

liquid lunch  A lunch break

comprising of alcohol instead of

food.

little boy’s/girl’s room

Euphemisms for a lavatory.

little man in a boat . A

euphemism for the clitoris.

loaded . 1. Drunk, or drugged

up. 2. Wealthy.

load of crap . Utter nonsense,

complete rubbish, worthless.

lobster . A very sunburnt

person

(the) local  One’s local drinking

establishment, public house,

bar.

log . A lump of excrement.

lolly . Money.

long-hair . A hippy.

long streak of piss . A tall thin

person

loo . A lavatory.

lookah . Money.

look at someone gone out.

Expressed at a person who

responds blankly at something.

looker . An attractive person.
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look like death warmed up .

To look very pale and sickly

look like something the cat

brought in Said of a person

who looks scruffy or in a mess.

looksee . A look, an inspection.

loony . An insane person

loony-bin . Mental institution.

loopy . Mad, insane.

lose it . To become confused

or out of control.

lose one’s bottle . To lose

courage.

lose one’s marbles . To go

crazy, to lose control.

lose one’s rag To lose control

in a fit of fury, to be very angry.

lose the plot . Be confused, to

go off direction,

lounge lizard . 1. An idle

frequenter of fashionable bars.

2. Someone who is very lazy

and unenergetic.

louse. To finish a job or task.

love . A term of endearment.

love a duck! . An exclamation

of surprise.

love handles. Fatty deposits

on a persons waistline.

lovely-jubbly! . Excellent!

Great!

low-life . Contemptible and

despised person or persons,

often with criminal leanings.

lug-hole . The ear.

lummox . A clumsy, stupid

person.

lump it . To patiently suffer or

endure something.

lurve Love.

lush. Excellent, appealing,

attractive.

luzz . To pass or throw.

M
made up . Happy, very

satisfied.

mad for it . Enthusiastic, eager.

mad hot . Extremely hot.

mad keen . Very enthusiastic.

mafted. Of a person, hot and

bothered, oppressed by heat.

maggot. A despicable,

devious or obsequious person.

magic (!) . Excellent.

Made: Recognized

Map: Face

Marbles: Pearls

Mark: Sucker, victim of swindle

or fixed game

Mazuma: Money

Meat, as in “He’s your meat”:

Meat wagon: Ambulance

Mesca: Marijuana

Mill: Typewriter

Mitt: Hand

Mob: Gang

Moll: Girlfriend

Monicker: Name

Mahatma (Ghandi). 1. Shandy.

2. Brandy.

make a (complete/total)

bollocks of something . To

make a mess of something, to

make a mistake.

make a move on someone.

To approach

make it snappy(!). Hurry up,
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do it quickly.

make mincemeat of

(someone) . To beat up

thoroughly, to utterly defeat.

make tracks. To begin a

journey.

mam . Mother.

man in a boat. Clitoris.

manky  Scruffy, dirty,

distasteful, disgusting.

mardarse . A weak willed

person, a softie.

mardy . Someone who is easily

upset, scared, or moans

incessantly.

mare . 1. A woman. 2. A terrible

situation.

marra . A mate, friend, ‘pal’.

Mars bar A scar.

mash. To brew a cup of tea.

mashed . Utterly intoxicated by

drink

mee maw. To pull faces.

meff . An idiot, a slow witted

person.

mega . Fantastic, wonderful.

megabucks . A huge quantity

of money.

merchant banker. A

contemptible person.

messages. Groceries, usually

heard in ‘do the messages’

Mick . An Irishman.

Mickey Mouse. Stupid looking,

comical.

miffed . Annoyed, peeved.

Mouthpiece: Lawyer

Mud-pipe: Opium pipe

Mug: Face

Muggles: Marijuana

Mugs: Men

Mush: Face

mince pies  Eyes.

mincers . Eyes. .

mind-blowing  Totally

astonishing or confusing.

mind like a sewer. A vulgar and

sexually obsessed mind.

ming. To smell or look

unpleasant.

mingebag. A despicable

person.

mingin(g) . Rubbishy,

unpleasant, smelly, dirty,

undesirable.

mingy. Miserly, stingy.

mint. Excellent, wonderful.

minted . 1. Wealthy. 2.

Excellent.

minty. Scruffy, dirty.

misery-guts . A killjoy. Derog.

(the) missus  The wife or

girlfriend.

mitch. To play truant.

mither . To fuss, bother, pester.

mits . The hands.

m’laddo A condescending

form of address to a young

male.

mo . Abb. of moment.

moaning Minnie . A person

who persistently grumbles.

moby . A mobile phone.

moggie . 1. A cat. Also spelt

moggy. 2. A mouse. 3. A Morris

Minor

moneybags . Someone who

freely displays their current

wealthy status.

mong . Imbecile, idiot.
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mong-out . Meaning the same

as ‘mong’

moniker. A name.

monkey . £500.

monk on. A bad mood, a

temper.

moo . An objectionable woman.

moolah  Money.

moose . A physically

unattractive person.

moreish . Appetizing and tasty

when applied to foods, but

generally inducing a desire for

more.

more something than soft

mick. Having excess of

something.

morning after the night

before. The state of being in a

hangover after the previous

night’s over-indulgence in drink.

morph . To change shape or

form, from the word

metamorphosis.

mortalled. Drunk, intoxicated.

mosey . A look around.

motherfucker . A contemptible

person.

motoring . Proceeding quickly.

mouth off . To talk loudly and

without thought.

mozzy . Mosquito.

muck about / around . 1. To

mess around, or fool about. 2.

To idle away time.

mucker . Friend.

muck in. To join in and assist

in an activity

muck (someone) about /

around . To disrupt someone’s

plans by one’s inconsiderate

actions.

muck-up . A bungled event.

muck something up . To ruin

something, to mess up.

mucky . Rude.

muff-dive . To perform

cunnilingus.

mug . 1. A fool, often gullible. 2.

The face. 3. The mouth.

muggins . A fool, someone

easily outwitted,

mugs away!  Losers to start!

mug’s game . A foolish activity.

mug-shot . A photographic

portrait.

mug up. To revise, learn.

mullered. 1. Drunk, intoxicated

by alcohol. 2. Beaten up. 3.

Beaten, in competition.

mullet  A style of haircut, shorter

at the top and considerably

longer at the sides and back.

munch. Food, a snack.

munchies . The urgent hunger

experienced after having

smoked cannabis or marijuana.

munted 1. Ruined. 2. Very

drunk or intoxicated with drugs.

munter. An ugly person,

muppet . An idiot, an

objectionable person.

murder . Eager to consume.

muscle . A collective term for

sizeable and strong people,

mush . 1. The mouth. 2. A term

of address, usually used to

attract the attention of a

stranger.

mushies . Abb. of mushrooms.
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muso . A musician or person

particularly interested in music.

mutant . A foolish or

objectionable person.

mutton . Deaf.

my left foot! . A dismissive

exclamation of denial or

rejection.

N
nab1. To steal.

2. To arrest.

nab off (with something). To

steal or take (something).

naff . 1. Rubbishy, useless, of

poor quality. 2. Unfashionable.

naffed off . Annoyed,

depressed.

nan. Grandmother.

nana . 1. Abb. of banana. 2. A

fool or idiot. Jocular usage.

nancy . 1. An effeminate male

2. A homosexual

nancy-boy . A homosexual

male

nark . 1. An informer, particularly

a police informer 2. A bad

mood.

narked . Annoyed, ill tempered.

narky . Annoyed, moody.

nasty piece of work. An

unpleasant and devious

person.

natty . Smartly and stylishly

dressed.

naik  Indian corporal

nautch a type of Indian dance

performed by women, also

used for a European ball or

formal dance

nullah small valley or ravine, dry

watercourse

neat . A general term of

approval, such as excellent,

‘cool’.

neck . 1. To kiss passionately.

2. To swallow

ned. A person of low morality

and intelligence, whose poverty

often leads them into crime.

needle . To make jibes at,

irritate.

nerd 1. An imbecile,

contemptible person.

2. An intelligent, obsessive and

often socially inept person.

Nailed: Caught by the police

Nance: An effeminate man

Nevada gas: Cyanide

Newshawk: Reporter

Newsie: Newspaper vendor

Nibble one: To have a drink

Nicked: Stole

Nippers: Handcuffs

Nix on (something): No to

(something)

Noodle: Head

Nose-candy: Heroin, in some

cases

Number: A person, can be

either a man or a woman

nesh 1. Over-sensitive to cold,

when applied to a person. 2.

Cold, with respect to the

weather.

3. Being easily scared, overly

timid, feeble.

net-head . A person obsessed

with using the internet.
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nettie . A toilet.

Newtons . Teeth.

nice one!. A general

expression of approval.

nick . 1. To arrest. 2. To steal.

nicker. One pound sterling.

niff . A bad smell.

nifty . 1. Stylish. 2. Quick and

agile.

niggly . Peevish, bad

tempered.

ninny. A foolish person.

nip . To go quickly, often with the

implication of returning soon.

Nip  A person from Japan.

nipper . A child or young

adolescent.

nish. Nothing.

nit . A stupid person.

nithered. Feeling very cold,

frozen.

nix . No, not, none.

nob An idiot, an objectionable

person.

nobble . To tamper with, to

damage.

nod off . To fall asleep.

noggin . The head.

no great shakes. Not very

good.

no joy !. expressing failure, or

dissatisfaction.

no kidding ?/! . 1. Is that the

truth? 2. That’s the absolute

truth!

no mark. a nonentity, a person

of no worth.

nonce  An objectionable or

contemptible person

noodle . 1. The head. 2. An idiot

or imbecile.

no oil painting. Of a person,

not attractive.

no probs! No problem!

north. Mouth.

nose-bag . Food or a meal.

nose blow. A handerkerchief

or tissue for the purposes of

wiping one’s nose.

nose candy . Cocaine.

nose-rag . A handerkerchief.

nose wipe. A handerkerchief

or tissue for the purposes of

wiping one’s nose.

nosey parker . An overly

inquisitive person.

nosh . Food.

noshery. An eating

establishment, cafe, restaurant

or snack bar.

nosh-off . To fellate.

nosh-up . A good meal or

feast.

not a dicky bird. Absolutely

nothing.

not a sausage . Absolutely

nothing.

not backward at coming

forward . Coming straight to

the point, brash.

not batting on a full wicket.

Eccentric, insane, odd.

not cricket . Unacceptable or

unfair behaviour.

not give a flying fuck To not

care one little bit.

not give a fuck To not care at

all,

not give a monkey’s. To not

care at all, an expression of
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indifference.

not give a stuff. An expression

of indifference or contempt.

not give a toss. To not care at

all.

not half! . Certainly! absolutely!

definitely!

not have the foggiest (idea).

To have no idea.

nothing to write home about

Unexciting,

not know one’s arse from

one’s elbow . To be ignorant,

naive or plain stupid.

not one’s cup of tea . Not really

to one’s taste.

not on your Nellie!. No way!

Not on your life!

not worth a toss . Absolutely

worthless.

no way! . 1. Absolutely not! A

strong denial. 2. You must be

joking!

nowt . Nothing.

nowty . Moody, angry.

nuclear sub. A pub, a bar.

nuddy . Naked.

number . A cannabis or

marijuana cigarette.

number two(s)  A euphemism

for an act of defecation.

numbnuts  An idiot.

numero uno 1. The best. 2.

The top person, the most

important person, the boss.

numptie . A fool, idiot.

nut . To headbutt.

nutcase . A lunatic, an

eccentric.

nutmeg . A skilful move in

football

nuts (!) 1. Mad, insane. 2.

Enthusiastic, obsessed.

nutter . Lunatic.

nutty . Mad, eccentric or a little

crazy.

O
odd-fish . An eccentric or

unusual person.

odds . Loose change.

odds and sods . Bits and

pieces, miscellaneous items.

offer someone out. To

challenge someone to a fight.

off it . See ‘off one’s head’.

off one’s box . 1. Intoxicated.

2. Out of one’s mind, crazy.

off one’s chump  1. Intoxicated

2. Out of one’s mind.

off one’s face . Very

intoxicated by alcohol or drugs.

off one’s head . 1. Insane, mad.

2. To be extremely intoxicated

by drink or drugs.

off one’s rocker . Insane, crazy.

off one’s tits. Very drunk or

intoxicated with drugs.

off one’s tree . See ‘off one’s

head’.

off one’s trolley . 1. Crazy,

insane.  2. Very intoxicated.

off your rocker. Crazy, out of

control, nuts.

offy . An off licence.

oggin. 1. Sea. 2. Water.

Oh my giddy aunt! . A mild

exclamation of surprise.
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oik . An unsophisticated,

uncultured and objectionable

person.

oil painting . An attractive thing.

oily. A cigarette.

oi oi savaloy !. A greeting or

attention seeking exclamation.

o.j. . Abb. of orange juice.

Op: Detective (esp. private),

from “operative”

Orphan paper: Bad cheques

Out on the roof, To be: To

drink a lot, to be drunk

Oyster fruit: Pearls

old bag  An disagreeable and

elderly woman.

old banger . A delapidated old

car.

old bean. A form of address.

(the) old bill. The police.

old boot . A aging unattractive

woman

old fart. An elderly, old

fashioned and tedious person.

old fruit. A term of address.

old hat. Old fashioned.

old lady . Mother, girlfriend or

wife.

old man Father, boyfriend or

husband.

on a mission. Seeking a good

time.

once-over . An inspection, a

quick look over something or

someone.

one for the road . A final

alcoholic drink before setting off

on one’s journey.

one over the eight. Drunk.

one sandwich short of a

picnic. Eccentric, insane, odd.

...one’s tits off . An addition to

certain verbs to add emphasis.

on one Acting in a slightly

crazed way.

on one’s Jack . Alone.

on one’s tod . Alone.

on the blink . Temporarily out

of order.

on the dole. Receiving social

security benefits.

on the game . Participating in

prostitution.

on the lash. Getting drunk.

on the piss . Making an event

out of getting drunk.

on the Q.T.. On the quiet,

secretly.

on the razz . Indulging in

alcohol, partying, generally

having a good time.

on the rob . The act of thieving.

on the scrounge. Seeking to

obtain something at the

expense of or through the

generosity of others.

on the tap . Meaning the same

as ‘on the pull’.

on the wagon . Teetotal,

abstaining from alcohol.

on your bike!. Go away!

oose. Fluff.

order of the boot . Dismissal.

oscar. Later.

O.T.T. . Abb. of Over The Top,

meaning excessive.

our kid . One’s younger brother

or sister.

out of it . Very intoxicated with

alcohol or drugs.
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out of order . Of a person or

their behaviour, unfair,

unacceptable, or wrong.

out on the town Phrs. An

evening indulging in the nightlife

of a town or city.

outtie. A navel, belly button, that

protrudes.

out to lunch . A euphemism for

insane, or crazy.

over the top . Extremely

exaggerated, outrageous,

beyond a joke.

owt . Anything.

P
packed out. Very crowded.

packet  A sizeable amount of

money.

pack up. To break down.

paddy . A rage, a tantrum or an

upset.

Paddy . An Irish person.

pagga. A fight.

pain in the arse . Something

or someone who is

troublesome or tedious.

paki . 1. A Pakistani, but also

used as a general and

particularly offensive term for

any person/immigrant from the

Indian sub-continent, 2. A shop

or delicatessen run by asians.

Offens.

paki-bashing Racially

motivated violence against the

Asian community.

pal 1. A friend 2. A term of

address,

palatic. Drunk, intoxicated with

alcohol.

pally . Friendly.

pan . The toilet

panda (car) . A policecar.

pan someone’s head in . To

thoroughly beat someone up.

pansy . An effeminate, feeble,

weak-willed male.

pants (!) 1. Trousers. 2.

Nonsense, rubbish.

pap 1. Nonsense, rubbish. 2.

Faeces.

papers . Cigarette papers.

paraffin. A tramp, vagrant.

paralytic . Extremely drunk.

park one’s arse To sit down.

parky . Cold, with regard to the

weather.

party-pooper . Someone who

is miserable and a spoilsport,

consequently putting a damper

on the pleasures of others.

pash An infatuation.

paste . To beat up.

pasting . A beating.

pavement pizza. Vomit, on the

street.

P.C. . Abb. of politically correct.

p.d.q./ PDQ . Pretty damned

quick.

pearl harbour. Cold weather.

pear-shaped . Out of shape,

unorganised, wrong.

peasouper . A very thick fog.

peckish. Hungry.

pee  To urinate.

pee it down. To rain heavily.

peelie-wally. Pale looking,
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sickly.

peeps 1. Sleep. 2. People.

peeping tom Someone who

watches other people without

their knowledge; a voyeur.

peg-it . 1. To run, usually

implying a sense or urgency,

such as hurriedly. 2. To die.

Pakhtunwali The Pathan code

of honor.

paltan battalion, military unit

PathanAfghanistan tribe

pani water

pani wallah water carrier

pongelow beer

poshteen Afghanistan

sheepskin coat

puggarree cloth wrapped

around turban

pukka excellent,

pundit a learned man,

Punjab The region running

from NW India into Pakistan

punkah a fan in India

consisting of a canvas-covered

frame suspended from the

ceiling and operated by a cord

purdah Literally, “one who sits

behind a curtain”.

pen and ink . A stink, a bad

smell.

pencil pusher . A person who

works at a desk and whose job

involves a large amount of

paper-work or administration,

such as a clerk.

perishing . 1. Used as an

intensifier. 2. Very cold.

perve . Abb. of pervert.

pervy . Perverted.

pet . A term of endearment.

Pete Tong. Wrong.

phat . 1. Excellent, pleasing,

desirable. 2. Fashionable.

phiz . Face.

phizog . Face.

pickled . Drunk.

piddle . To urinate.

piddle about . To mess around,

waste time.

piddle it down . To rain.

piddling . Trivial, insignificant,

small.

piddly . Small, trivial,

insignificant.

piece . 1. A euphemism for a

gun. 2. A sandwich.

piece of cake. Something very

easy.

Pen: Penitentiary, jail

Phat:Excellent, cool, the

greatest.

Pigeon: Stool-pigeon

Pill 1. Bullet 2. Cigarette

Pinch: An arrest, capture

Pins: Legs

Pipe: See or notice

Pipe that: Get that, listen to that

Pipes: Throat

piece of piss . A thing that is

very easy.

piece of shit. A contemptible

person.

pie-eater .  A simpleton. .

pie-eyed . Drunk.

piffle (!) . Nonsense, drivel.

Pack: To carry,

Palooka: Man, probably a little

stupid

Pan: Face
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Paste: Punch

Patsy: Person who is set up;

fool, chump

Paw: Hand

Peaching: Informing

Pearl diver: dish-washer

Peeper: Detective

people person

Someone who likes being with

other people and who is good

at working with people.

pig . 1. A policeman/woman. 2.

A glutton, a greedy person. 3. A

slob, an unpleasantly dirty

person. 4. A difficult or

unpleasant situation or task.

pig-headed . Obstinate.

pig-it . To act in an uncouth

manner, to live below one’s

normal standards,

pig-ignorant . Very stupid, due

to ignorance.

pig-out . To eat fully and

enthusiastically.

pigs ear . 1. Beer. 2. A mess, a

disaster.

pigshit . Rubbish, nonsense.

pikey . A gypsy, a vagabond.

pill-head . A frequent abuser/

user of illicit drugs in pill form

pillock . Idiot, fool.

pin . A leg.

pinch 1. To steal. 2. To arrest.

pinhead . A person or creature

with an unusually small head.

pint-sized . Small and

compact.

pipedown! . Be quiet! Shut up!

An exclamation.

pipsqueek  A feeble,

ineffectual person.

pished. Drunk, intoxicated.

piss (!) . To urinate.

piss around / about. 1. To

mess about, to waste time. 2.

To waste someone’s time, to

annoy someone.

piss all over (someone). To

thoroughly defeat someone.

piss-arse. Insignificant,

worthless.

piss-arse around / about. To

mess about, to waste time,

often to the annoyance of

someone else.

piss-artist . A time waster.

piss away. To waste through

carelessness or neglect,

piss-down . To rain.

piss easy . Very easy.

pissed . Drunk.

pissed as a coot /fart /newt .

Very drunk.

pissed off . Angry, upset or

depressed.

pissed up . Very drunk.

pisser . 1. An upset. 2.

Something very funny.

piss-head . A drunkard, a

habitual drinker.

pisshole. 1. A lavatory, a toilet.

2. An unpleasant, dirty place.

pissing . An intensifier,

piss in the wind . To do

something futile.

piss it . To complete a task

easily, to win effortlessly.

piss it down . To rain heavily.

piss it up (against) the wall.

To waste money.
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piss off. 1. To upset, annoy 2.

Go away.

piss oneself . 1. To laugh

heartily. 2. To be terrified.

piss on (someone). To

thoroughly defeat, or trounce.

piss on someone’s bonfire /

chips. To spoil someone’s

enjoyment, to ruin a good

situation.

piss-poor Terrible, of low

quality.

piss-take . A joke, a tease.

piss-up . A drunken spree.

piss wet . Very wet, soaked.

pissy . Weak, feeble, inferior.

pissy-arsed. Insignificant,

inferior.

pit . Bed.

pits . The worst imaginable

situation, place or event.

pizzaface . Someone with bad

spots, or acne.

placky . Plastic.

plank . An idiot.

plant one on (someone). To

hit (someone).

plastered . Drunk.

plastic . Credit cards,

cashpoint cards etc.

plates (of meat) . Feet.

play gooseberry . To be an

unwanted, extra person,

play it cool . To act calmly, to

control ones emotions.

play merry-hell . To be very

angry.

play silly beggars/buggers.

To mess about, be

uncooperative.

play with fire To flirt with

danger; to invite disaster or

trouble.

pleb . An inferior, insignificant

or common person. Abb. of

plebeian.

plebby . Common, ordinary

plod A policeman/woman.

plod mag. A pornographic

magazine.

plook . A spot, boil

plop . To defecate.

plug-ugly . Very ugly.

podge . An overweight or

obese person.

poison. Alcohol.

ponce .  A despicable person.

ponce about /around. To

waste time, to idle away hours.

ponced up . Dressed up,

overdressed.

pong . An unpleasant smell.

pony . 1. £25 sterling.  2.

Rubbish, nonsense. 3. An act of

defecation.

poo (!) . Excrement.

pootle . To meander, or wander

slowly.

pop . 1. A carbonated drink, like

cola. 2. A physical or verbal

attack.

pop one’s clogs . To die.

porker . A fat person.

porkies . Lies,

pork-out . To eat in excess.

porridge . A period spent in

prison.

posh. Cocaine.

posse . A gang or group of

close friends.
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postie . A postman/woman.

pot-head . An frequent user of

marijuana or cannibis.

potless . Poor, having no ready

cash.

pour it on . To exaggerate. .

Pitching woo: Making love

Plant  Someone on the scene

but in hiding

Plug: Shoot

Plugs: People

Poke 1. Bankroll, stake 2.

Punch

Pooped: Killed

Pop: Kill

Pro skirt: Prostitute

Puffing: Mugging

Pug: Pugilist, boxer

Pump: Heart

Pump metal: Shoot bullets

Punk  Hood, thug

powfagged. Exhausted.

poxy . 1. Rubbishy, crass, of

poor quality.

2. A general negative intensifier.

prang . To knock or damage,

usually with reference to having

crashed a vehicle.

prannet . An idiot, an imbecile,

or objectionable person.

prannock . An idiot.

pranny . An idiot, a fool.

prat . A fool, idiot or

objectionable person.

prat about / around . 1. To idle

away time.

2. To act foolishly and

annoyingly.

prawn . A small, feeble and

objectionable person.

pray to the porcelain god . To

vomit in the toilet.

preggars . A corruption of the

word pregnant.

pretty-boy . An attractive young

man.

previous . A criminal record.

prick An idiot, contemptible

person.

prize (something) . An

absolute, utter (something).

pro . Abb. of prostitute.

prod / proddy. A protestant.

pronto . Now or immediately.

proper. Used as an intensifier.

prozzy . A corruption of the

word prostitute.

pub crawl . A bout of drinking

held by touring numerous pubs

pubes . Pubic hair.

pudding . 1. An

uncomplimentary but jocular

and affectionate name for

someone who is plump. 2. A

term of endearment.

puddle . A mess, a confused

state.

puddled . 1. Confused. 2.

Eccentric, insane.

puff . A feeble, despicable

person.

puke . To vomit.

pukka . Excellent.

pull . 1. To seduce a desirable

person. 2. To arrest.

pull a job . To commit a

robbery.

pump . To break wind, to ‘fart’.

pumping . Lively, energetic,

thrilling.
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punch someone’s lights out

. To beat up someone.

punter . Generally a customer

of any business.

pure bead. 1. Wealthy. 2.

Expensive.

purler . 1. A forceful punch or

hit. 2. Something that is

excellent.

pushing up daisies. Dead.

put a sock in it . Quieten down,

stop talking.

put lead in one’s pencil. To

make virile or strong.

put one’s face on . To apply

cosmetic make up.

put out. To readily agree to sex.

Puss: Face

Put down: Drink

Put the screws on: Question,

get tough with

Put that in your pipe and

smoke it!. A dismissive and

angry exclamation.

put the kibosh on

(something). To put an end to

(something).

put the mockers on

(something). 1. To put a stop

to (something). 2. To bring bad

luck to (something).

put the wood into the hole .

Shut the door.

Q
queer as a nine bob note

Very odd, unusual.

quid One pound sterling.

quids-in In profit.

quilt A feeble or pathetic

person.

R
rabbit . To talk, often

unceasingly.

radge Insane, crazy.

radgie gadgie A crazy man.

radio rental(s) . Mental.

rag To tease, annoy, torment.

Rags: Clothes

Ranked: Observed, watched,

given the once-over

Rap 1. Criminal charge

2.Information, 3. Hit

Rappers: Fakes, set-ups

Rat: Inform

Rate: To be good, to count for

something

Rats and mice: Dice,

Rattler: Train

Red-light: To eject from a car

or train

Reefers: Marijuana cigarettes

Rhino: Money

Right: Adjective indicating

quality

Right gee, Right guy: A good

fellow

Ringers: Fakes

Rod: Gun

raging . Great, immense,

extreme.

rag it . Push to the limits.

rain stair rods . To rain very
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heavily.

ralph. To vomit.

rammed . Very crowded, busy.

rammy Vile, unsavoury.

ram-raid The use of a vehicle

to smash into a property so as

to steal the goods, usually a

shop.

rank. Disgusting, ugly.

rap 1. A dance music style 2.

The blame.

rapper Someone who ‘raps’

rare. Good, excellent.

ras clat. A contemptible person.

raspberry A flatulent imitative

sound made with the lips and

tongue,

raspberry (ripple). 1. A cripple.

2. A nipple.

rat-arsed Very drunk.

ratbag A contemptible or

objectionable person,  a

devious schemer.

Roscoe: Gun

Roundheels 1. A fighter with a

glass jaw  2. A woman of easy

virtue

Rub-out: A killing

Rube: Bumpkin, easy mark

Rumble, the: The news

Run-out, To take the : Leave,

escape

ratfink . An objectionable

person.

rat on . To inform on, betray.

ratted . Drunk.

rattling. Suffering from the

physical effects of drug

withdrawal.

ratty  Irritable.

razzia attack on unbelievers

rissaldar Indian cavalry officer

rissaldar-major senior Indian

cavalry officer

rupee Indian currency

rave 1. A large dance music

party. 2. The style of music

epitomised by ‘rave’

raving . The act of going to a

‘rave’.

raver A person who frequents

‘raves’ (noun 1) or parties in the

manner of a ‘rave’ (verb).

ravey. In the manner of a ‘rave’.

readies Money.

redneck . A bigoted narrow

minded person.

reefer . A marijuana or

cannabis cigarette.

reet . Alright, correct,

Reg (Varney) Pakistani.

rellies Relatives.

rent-boy . A male prostitute.

Result!  An exclamation

expressing a successful

outcome.

retard . A contemptible person.

riah Hair.

rib . To tease, make fun of.

Richard1. A lump of faecal

matter. 2. Third. A third class

degree qualification

riddle . An act of urination.

right Real.

right Charlie . An idiot.

(a) right one A foolish or

eccentric person.

ringer . 1. A second hand car

made to appear much better

than it is. 2. A person with high
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skills brought into a sports team

for a game or competition.

ring-stinger. A hot and spicy

curry.

rip-off To con, to swindle.

ripped Drunk, intoxicated.

ripped to the tits. Very drunk.

rispeckTo hold someone or

something in high esteem.

rispeck due An expression that

gives due notification of respect

upon someone or something.

roach . The filter of a cannabis/

marijuana cigarette

roaring . A general intensifier,

extremely,

rock Freebased cocaine,

‘crack’.

rock’n’roll . ‘Dole’, social

security benefits.

roister doister . 1. A cheery

and boisterous person.  2. An

affectionate term of address.

roll-up To make a cigarette by

hand.

rollick . To reprimand, chastise.

rollicking A reprimand , a telling

off.

rollie A handrolled cigarette.

ronk A bad smell.

rookie    A beginner; one who

is new to a profession or field.

ropey 1. Suspicious. 2. Of poor

quality.

Rosie Lee Tea (the drink).

rot Nonsense.

rough as a badger’s arse /

bum Very    coarse,

rough-it . To live without all the

usual pleasures and amenities.

round the housesTrousers.

round the twist . Insane, crazy.

rozzer . A policeman/woman.

rubber cheque A cheque that

isn’t honoured by the writers

bank, consequently bouncing

back to the issuer.

rubbered. Drunk, intoxicated.

rubberneckTo stare

inquisitively, to gawp.

ruck  A fight or quarrel.

ruddy An intensifier.

Euphemism for ‘bloody.’

ruddy-hell! An exclamation of

surprise or frustration.

ruddy-Nora! An exclamation of

anger or surprise.

rug A wig.

rug muncherA lesbian

rug rat A young child.

rum Strange, odd, peculiar.

rumble To discover, to find out.

rum goA surprising event.

run of the mill Ordinary.

runs To have diarrhoea.

runt . A despicable person.

rush. 1. A surge of pleasurable

feelings from taking drugs. 2.

The surging onset of the effects

of a drug,

rust-bucket . A dilapidated

rusty old car.

S
sabbing An act of sabotage.

sack . Bed.

sack (something) off. To put
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an end to something.

sack-it . Stop it, put an end to

something.

sad . Unfortunate, pitiful or

pathetic.

saddo . A pathetic or

contemptible person.

sad sack. A miserable, pathetic

person.

safe ! An expression of

agreement, OK! Yes! Agreed!

saft. Stupid, soft.

salad dodger. A fat person.

same to you with brass

knobs on!. A dismissive and

contemptuous retort.

sample . A digitally copied

segment of a tune,

sanger . A sandwich.

sarky . Abb. of sarcastic.

sarnie . A sandwich.

sauce . Alcoholic drink.

saucepan (lid). 1. A child. 2. A

Jew.

sausage fingers. Clumsy and

imprecise fingers, usually

applied to when mistyping on

computer keyboards.

savvy . To know, or understand.

scabby. Unpleasant,

distasteful, rotten.

scag . Heroin, the opiate.

scally . A miscreant, an

irresponsible, self-assured lout,

usually male.

scam . A trick or con.

sahib sir or master

sangar temporary shallow

fortifications,

sepoy Indian infantryman

see yaa A way of saying "good-

bye."

shabash bravo, an cry of

admiration

Sikh follower of a monotheistic

Indian religion

silladar Indian cavalryman who

provided his own equipment

sirdar hereditary noble or other

person of high rank

Sirkar the British government in

India, the head of domestic

government

sitting duck:  An easy target;

sowar Indian cavalryman

subedar Indian infantry officer

(1st lieutenant)

subedar-major senior Indian

infantry officer

suttee Widow burning.

Swatis Afghanistan tribe

syce attendant or groom

Sap 1. A dumb guy  2. a

blackjack

Sap poison: Getting hit with a

sap

Savvy?: Get me? Understand?

Sawbuck: $10 bill (a double

sawbuck is a $20 bill)

Scatter, 1. Saloon or

speakeasy. 2. A hideout, a room

or lodging

Schnozzle: Nose

Scram out: Leave

Scratch: Money

Scratcher: Forger

Screw 1. Leave, 2. Prison

guard

Send over: Send to jail

scaredy-cat . A person who is
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frightened.

scare the pants off

(someone). To terrify

(someone).

scare the shit out of

(someone). To terrify

(someone).

scarper . Go, often hurriedly,

escape.

scavAbb of scavenger.

schlep . To tiresomely lug

around, to do lots of leg work.

schmaltzy . Sugary and corny

sentiments.

schmooze . To chat intimately

and in a flattering manner.

schtum . Quiet, silent.

scoff . To eat.

sconner. A person without

pubic hair.

scooby. A clue.

score .  To obtain illicit drugs.

Scouser . A person from

Liverpool, a Liverpudlian.

scrambled . Confused.

scrag . To handle roughly.

scran . Food.

scrap . A fight or quarrel.

scream blue murder. To make

an outcry of anger or

exasperation.

screaming abdabs . Terror,

the frights, nerves.

screw . To copulate.

screw around . To idle away

time.

screw the arse off. 1. To

copulate vigorously and with

great enthusiasm. 2. To drive a

car or vehicle aggressively or

hard.

screw up . To ruin, mess up.

screw you! . A rebuke

scrike . To cry.

scrikey . Tearful.

scrote . 1. A contemptible

person. 2. An abb. of scrotum.

3. A criminal.

scrotty . Unpleasant, dirty.

scrub round. To avoid or

disregard

scrub up well. To dress up

smartly and clean, in

comparison to normally.

scruff. An unkempt or dirty

person.

scruffs. Less important clothes

in which one relaxes or

completes tasks likely to dirty or

ruin them.

scrummy . Delicious,

pleasant.

scrump. To steal fruit from a

garden or orchard.

scum . A worthless person or

group.

scumbag . 1. A despicable or

objectionable person. 2. A

sleazy person.

scumbucket . Meaning the

same as ‘scumbag’.

scundered. To be

embarrassed.

scupper. To thwart, to prevent

from succeeding.

scutch . Sting or smart from a

slap.

scuzzbucket . 1. A despicable

or objectionable person 2. A

sleazy person.
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scuzzy . Filthy, dirty, unkempt.

see a man about a dog . An

euphemism to avoid telling of

your true destination,

seeing to . A beating.

see you next Tuesday. A

veiled insult,

shaft . 1. To fornicate. 2. To con,

treat unfairly.

shag . 1. To fornicate.

2. To wear out, to break.

shagged . Worn out,

shake a leg ! . Hurry up! Move!

shake hands with the

unemployed. To urinate, male

usage.

shambolic. In a mess,

disorganised, mismanaged

shant. A drink, usually alcohol.

Shamus: (Private) detective

Sharper: A swindler or sneaky

person

Shells: Bullets

Shine 1. Black person 2.

Moonshine, bootleg liquor

Shiv: Knife

Shylock: Loanshark

Shyster: Lawyer

Silk, as in “all silk so far”: All

okay so far

Sing: Confess, admit secrets

Sister: Woman

Skate around, To be of easy

virtue

Skid rogue: A bum who can’t

be trusted

Skipout: Leave a hotel without

paying, or a person who does

so

Skirt: Woman

Slant, Get a: Take a look

Sleuth: Detective

Slug 1.  bullet  2. to knock

unconscious

Smell from the barrel, Have

a: Have a drink

Smoke: A black person

Smoked: Drunk

Snap a cap: Shout

Snatch: Kidnap

Sneak 1. Leave, get lost, 2.

Type of burglary,

Sneeze: Take

Snitch: An informer,

Snooper: Detective

Snort (as in of gin): A drink

Snow-bird: (Cocaine) addict

Snowed: To be on drugs

Soak: To pawn

Sock: Punch

Soup: Nitroglycerine

Soup job: To crack a safe

using nitroglycerine

Spill: Talk, inform; spill it = tell

me

Spinach: Money

Spitting: Talking

Spondulix: Money

Square: Honest;

on the square: telling the truth

Squirt metal: Shoot bullets

Step off: To be hanged

Sticks of tea: Marijuana

cigarettes

Stiff: A corpse

Sting: Culmination of a con

game

Stool-pigeon: Informer

Stoolie: Stool-pigeon

Stringin’: As in along, feeding
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someone a story

Sucker: Someone ripe for a

grifter’s scam

Sugar: Money

Swift, To have plenty of: To

be fast

Swing: Hang

sharpish . Quickly.

shat . To have defecated, the

past tense of ‘shit’.

shedded . Very intoxicated by

alcohol or drugs.

shed load (of something) . A

large quantity of (something).

sheepshagger. A ruralised

person.

sheet Paper money, monetary

notes.

shell out. To pay up, to hand

over.

sherbet . An alcoholic drink.

shift one’s arse. To move out

of the way or to hurry up.

shirty. Ill-tempered.

shit (!) 1. Faeces. 2. An act of

defecation.

3. A contemptible person. 4.

Rubbish,  nonsense. 5.

Cannabis or marijuana. 6.

Miscellaneous items.

shit-a-brick! . An exclamation

of surprise or annoyance.

shit-all . Nothing at all.

shitbag . A contemptible

person.

shit bricks . To be very scared.

shitehawk . A despicable

person.

shit-face . A contemptible

person.

shit-faced . Drunk.

shit for brains . A particularly

stupid person, or a general

insult.

shit-head . An contemptible

person.

shit-hot . Excellent.

shithouse . A messy or dirty

domicile.

shitloads. Many, a lot of

shit on (someone) . To betray,

to land someone in trouble.

shit one’s pants . Be terrified.

shits . Diarrhoea.

shit-scared . Very frightened.

shitstain . A contemptible

person.

shit stirrer . An insidious

gossip,

shitter . 1. A toilet. 2. A

contemptible person.

shit the bed !. An exclamation

of surprise.

shitting hell ! . An exclamation

of surprise, annoyance or

frustration.

shitty . 1. Worthless, trashy. 2.

Covered in faeces. 3. Dirty,

filthy.

shock horror! . That’s not

surprising.

shoot! . A euphemism for ‘shit’.

shoot blanks . Of a man, to be

sterile.

shoot off. To leave quickly, to

hurriedly go.

shoot-up  To inject a drug.

shop . To tell or inform on.

Shopping . 1. A euphemism for

illicit drugs as brought from a
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drug dealer. 2. Shoplifting.

short-arse . A person who is

small in stature.

shot . Worn out, exhausted.

shout . A round of drinks.

shove it! . A dismissive

exclamation of anger.

shove it up your arse!. An

exclamation of contempt.

shove off (!) . Go away.

shower . A derogatory and all

encompassing term for a

motley group of people.

shower of shite/shit.

Contemptible person, persons

or thing.

shrapnel . Money in the form

of loose change.

shreddies . Underwear.

shrooms . Mushrooms, often

with regard to ‘magic

mushrooms’,

shufflebutt . A fidgety, restless

person.

shufty . A look, a glance.

shushy .  extravagant style.

shut your face! . Shut up!

sick as a parrot Depressed,

upset, very disappointed.

sickie . A period away from

work with illness, and usually

without just medical cause.

sicko . A disturbing and

unsavoury person, a pervert

silly moo . A idiotic or foolish

woman.

silly sausage. A foolish

person.

single fish. An act of urination.

siphon the python . To

urinate.

sissy . An effeminate, weak, or

cowardly person.

six-pack . Strong and evident

abdominal muscles.

skanky . Dirty, unnattractive,

ugly, smelly.

skank. To steal, thieve.

skedaddle . Move, go away.

skerret . A tiny amount.

skew-whiff . Out of alignment,

incorrect.

skidmark . A faecal smear or

stain.

skinful . A sufficient quantity of

alcohol to make one drunk.

skint . Having no money, poor.

skin up . To roll a ‘joint’.

skirt . A woman or women.

skit. To make fun of, to tease.

(the) skitters. A bout of

diarrhoea.

skive . To evade doing one’s

task or duty.

skivvies . Underwear,

particularly with reference to

pants.

skivvy A servant for menial

tasks.

skoosh . 1. A squirt of cream

from an aerosol.

2. Something very easy. 3. A

carbonated drink.

skun. Past tense of ‘skin’

skunk .A popular type of very

strong marijuana, characterized

by its pungent smell, hence its

name.

sky (rocket). Pocket.

skypilot. A priest, vicar or
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similar preacher of religion.

slag . 1. A prostitute or

promiscuous woman. 2. A

contemptible person.

slag (someone) off. To verbally

put down someone or

something

slam dancing . An aggressive

and physical dance style

slap . Cosmetic make-up.

slaphead . A balding person.

slap-up . To apply cosmetic

make-up.

slash . To urinate.

slaughtered  Very intoxicated

by drink or drugs.

sleazebag . A despicable,

sleazy, fawning person.

sleazeball . Meaning the same

as ‘sleazebag’.

sledge . To be incapacitated

mentally, and consequently

physically, from taking drugs.

slimeball . A repugnant person.

sling one’s hook . Go away.

slip one a length . To fornicate.

slob . A uncouth, unsavoury and

lazy person.

slobberchops . A name for a

person with a particularly

salivery mouth.

slog one’s guts out. To work

very hard.

slo-mo . Slowly.

sloshed . Drunk.

slum-it . To live without the usual

pleasures.

slummock. A dirty, untidy or

lazy person.

slummy . Loose change.

slutty . Sluttish.

smack . Heroin.

smacker . 1. A loud kiss. 2. One

pound sterling,

3. A strong physical blow.

smackeroos . Meaning the

same as ‘smacker’

smackhead . A heroin addict,

junkie.

small potatoes . An

insignificant amount, often with

regard to money.

smarmy . Obsequious,

condescendingly flattering.

smart-arse . A person who

smuggly displays their

intelligence.

smashed . Very intoxicated

with drink or drugs.

smashing . Excellent, brilliant.

smeg. An exclamation of

annoyance.

smeggy . Unsavoury, horrible.

smeg-head . An imbecile, an

objectionable person.

smellies. Scented toiletries and

perfumes.

smelly . A biker, usually

unkempt, long haired, and a

listener of rock music.

smidge. A little, a small amount.

smidgeon . A little, a small

amount.

smoke .  A cigarette.

smoothie . A person who is

over stylish and suave.

snaffle . To grab, seize or steal.

SNAFU. A bad situation, a

mistake, a foul-up.

snail-mail . Post, mail.
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snap. Food, especially a snack

snappin. Food.

snazzy  Smart or attractive

snicket. An alleyway.

snifter . A small drink of alcohol,

usually a shot of spirits.

snig . Nasal mucus.

snitch . To inform on somebody.

snitcher . An informer.

snog . To kiss lengthily,

passionately .

snookered . Defeated,

thwarted.

snort . To inhale via the nose a

small quantity of powdered

drug,

snot . Nasal mucus.

snot rag . A handkerchief.

snotty . 1. Over proud and

conceited. 2. Full of nasal

mucus,

snout . Tobacco, or a cigarette.

snuff-it . To die.

snuff movie . A violent movie

soak . A drunkard.

so-and-so . A contemptible

person.

soap-dodger . An unkempt,

dirty person.

sobs. Money.

sod . 1. A despicable or

objectionable person.

2. A pitiable person.

sod about / around. To waste

time.

sod-all . Nothing.

sodding . Used as an

intensifier.

sod it! . A exclamation of

contempt or frustration.

sod off . Go away, leave.

sod this for a lark !. An

intolerant exclamation.

sod this for a game of

soldiers ! . An intolerant

exclamation.

sod you !. General exclamation

of dismissal, rejection, hostility.

soft in the head . Stupid,

dimwitted.

softy . A weak, feeble or overly

sentimental person.

solid (!) . Excellent. Jazz origins

soopy. A supermarket.

soppy . Feeble, sickly

sentimental.

sorted(!) . An approving

exclamation, brilliant, excellent.

sound . O.K., wonderful

sound as a pound. Wonderful,

excellent,

sounds . Tunes or music.

soz. Sorry.

sozzled . Drunk, but not

incapacitated.

space cadet. An eccentric or

crazy person, someone not

thinking normally.

spacecake . Cake made with

the added ingredients of

cannabis or marijuana.

spaced out . A light-headed

stupification resulting from the

use of drugs.

spacey . Ambient, ethereal.

spadger. A sparrow.

spanking . 1. Excellent. 2. New.

spanner . An idiot, a

contemptible person.

spare-tyre . A roll of fat around
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one’s midrift.

spark . An electrician.

spark out . To pass out,

become unconscious.

spark up . To light a cigarette,

sparrowfart. Dawn, morning

break.

spawny . Lucky.

spaz . Imbecile.

spazmobile 1. A car for the

disabled.

2. An objectionable unstylish

car.

spaz out. To have a tantrum,

lose control, become extremely

emotional.

spazzy. Stupid,  Uncool, not

fashionable.

spec. A viewing point.

special K. The drug ketamine.

specky-four-eyes . A juvenile

name for a person wearing

spectacles.

speed freak . 1. A compulsive

user, or addict of

amphetamines. 2. A person who

loves driving fast.

speed garage . A genre of

dance music which

encompasses ‘garage’ styles

with ‘dubby’ basslines and

‘jungle’ type ‘samples’.

speeding . Under the influence

of amphetamine sulphate.

spend a penny . To urinate, to

go to the lavatory.

spends. Money to spend on

oneself, often with respect to

children’s pocket money.

spesh. Abbreviated form of

special.

spew Vomit.

spew one’s guts up. To vomit.

spew-up . To vomit.

spice . Confectionery.

spiel . Persuasive speech,

sales patter.

spiffing  Excellent, first rate.

spiggy. Chewing gum.

spill one’s guts . 1. To confess

or reveal the truth.  2. To vomit.

spit tacks. Be very angry.

spitting feathers . 1. Thirsty. 2.

Frantic, fretful, agitated

splash one’s boots. To

urinate.

splick. Distasteful or

unpleasant viscous substances.

spliff . A cannabis or marijuana

cigarette.

split arse. A woman.

splosh . Tea (the drink).

spod. 1. A studious person. 2.

A contemptible person.

spoggy. Chewing gum.

spondulicks . Money.

spot on. Correct, exactly right.

spread it on thick. To

exaggerate.

spreathed. Sore through

exposure to cold weather,

chapped.

sprog . A child.

spud . 1. Someone who is ugly.

2. An affectionate term of

address for a friend. 3. A potato.

spud ugly. Very ugly.

spuds . The hands.

spuggly. Very ugly.

squaddie . A soldier.
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square . A person who is

reactionary, old fashioned and

set in their ways.

square-eyes . A humourous

address for someone who

watches too much television.

squat . 1. To defecate. 2. To

urinate.

squeal . To inform (on).

squid . A jocular term for one

pound sterling,

squidgey . Feeling soft,

squashy or soggy

squiffy . A little drunk.

squillion . A very large

indefinite amount.

squire . A term of address.

squirt . A diminutive and

insignificant person.

squits . Diarrhoea.

squity. Of or having the

characteristics of diarrhoea.

stash . Illicit drugs.

steamboats . Drunk.

steaming . 1. Drunk. 2. Racing.

3. Angry.

stecky. A tantrum, an fit of

anger.

Steve McQueens. Jeans.

stewed . Drunk.

stick  1. Hassle, excessive

criticism, trouble. 2. Effort.

stick in the mud . A boring,

unadventurous, old-fashioned

person

stick one on someone . To hit

or beat up someone.

sticks . Rural, remote areas

such as in the countryside.

sticky-fingered . Liable to

steal.

sticky wicket. A difficult

situation.

stiff . 1. A dead body. 2. A boring

conventional person.

stinker . 1. A contemptible

person. 2. An awkward, difficult

task.

stinking . 1. Extremely

objectionable. 2. Wealthy. 3.

Drunk.

stinks . Suspicious.

stitch up . To betray with false

evidence.

stoater. Something impressive

or excellent.

stocious. Intoxicated.

stoked. Excited, pleased,

thrilled.

stomp on . To physically assault

stomping . Lively, energetic.

stoned . Intoxicated with drink

stone me! . An exclamation of

surprise.

stone the crows! . An

exclamation of surprise.

stonker . Something huge or

impressive.

stonking  1. Impressively large.

2. An intensifier,

stookie . A plaster cast on a

broken limb.

stoppy back An after hours

drink at a public house (bar).

storming . Marvellous,

excellent.

stove in . To smash up.

straight . A conventional boring

person.

straight-up True.
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strapped . 1. Lacking 2. Poor,

street cred . Having

fashionable awareness,

stretch . A period spent in

prison.

strewth! . An exclamation of

surprise, annoyance or

frustration.

strides  Trousers

strike a light! . An exclamation

of surprise.

strike me pink! An exclamation

of surprise.

stringbean . A tall, thin person.

strop . A bad mood, a fit of fury.

stroppy . Bad tempered.

strung out . Emotionally

stressed, in mental turmoil.

strut ones stuff. To act proudly,

confidently and without

inhibitions;

stuck-up . Conceited,

snobbish.

studmuffin. An attractive male.

stuff . 1. To copulate. 2. To

defeat thoroughly in a game or

competition. 3. Used to express

indifference or rejection of

(something).

stuff and nonsense.

Worthless or foolish ideas,

speech, or writing; nonsense.

stuffed. 1. Concerned,

bothered. 2. In a position of no

hope.

stuff it !. An exclamation of

anger, contempt or indifference.

stuff one’s face . To eat

greedily or fully.

stump up  To pay up, to hand

over what is owed.

suck . To be worthless,

contemptible or disgusting.

sucker . A gullible person.

suck up . To flatter, be

obsequious.

sugar ! . A euphemism for

‘shit!’.

suit . A white-collar worker, a

business executive.

suited and booted. Very

smartly dressed.

summat. Something.

sunshine . A form of address.

sup . To drink.

surf . To browse different Web

sites using the links in a relaxed

almost random manner.

surf-bum . Someone whose life

revolves around surfing and

consequently spend their time

on beaches.

suss . To work something out,

to understand, to ascertain.

sussed . Knowledgeable, well-

informed, able to look after

oneself.

swally. Alcoholic drink.

swamp donkey An ugly

person.

swap spit  To kiss deeply.

sweaty Betty . A jocular name

for a woman who suffers from

excess perspiration and

consequently from bad body

odour.

sweet . Excellent, a general

term of approval.

sweet F.A. . Nothing at all.

sweet Fanny Adams
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Absolutely nothing.

sweet-pea . A term of affection.

swig . To drink greedily.

swing the lead . To waste time,

to shirk one’s duties.

swizz . A swindle.

swot. A person who studies

hard.

swotty. Studious.

swot up. To study hard.

syphon the python . To

urinate.

syrup . A wig.

T
ta! . Thank you!

tab  1. Abb. of tablet. 2. A

cigarette. 3. Ear.

tab-end . A cigarette butt.

table-ender . An act of

copulation on or at a table.

tacky . Of poor taste, lacking

style.

Taffy . A Welsh person. Usually

offensive.

tailor-made. A factory

produced cigarette, as

opposed to a hand-rolled

cigarette.

take a dive . To feign a foul or

knockdown in sports.

take a hand to someone. To

tease, ridicule

take a hike . To depart.

take a pop at (someone) . To

verbally or physically attack

(someone).

take a running jump! . A

dismissive rebuff.

take it easy . 1. Goodbye, a

parting salutation.

2. Relax, don’t get stressed.

take five . Have a brief rest or

respite from one’s task.

take the biscuit. To beat all

competition, to take all the

honours,

take the mickey . To tease, to

ridicule.

take the piss . 1. To ridicule, to

tease, 2. To take advantage of,

to exploit.

Tail: Shadow, follow

Take a powder: Leave

Take it on the heel and toe:

Leave

Take on: Eat

Take the air: Leave

Take the bounce: To get

kicked out

Take the fall for: Accept

punishment for

Tea: Marijuana

Techie: A computer

programmer or enthusiast.

That’s the crop: That’s all of it

The Ugly Stick: A magical

piece of wood that makes

people ugly.

Three-spot: Three-year term in

jail

Throw a joe: Pass out

Throw lead: Shoot bullets

Ticket: . license

Tiger milk: Some sort of liquor

Tighten the screws: Put

pressure on somebody
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Tin: Badge

Tip a few: To have a few drinks

Tip your mitt: Show your hand,

reveal something

Tomato: Pretty woman

Tooting the wrong ringer:

Asking the wrong person

Torcher: Torch singer

Torpedoes: Gunmen

talent . An attractive person or

persons.

talk out of one’s arse . To talk

nonsense.

talk the hind leg off a donkey.

To talk incessantly.

tally-ho!. Goodbye, a cheerful

parting salutation.

tandoori two-step. Having

diarrhoea and an upset

stomach.

tank . To travel rapidly, to

charge at great speed.

tanked up . Drunk and in a

state rowdiness.

tapped . Insane or a mentally

unstable.

ta-ra!. Goodbye!

tart up . To smarten up.

tash  Abb. of moustache.

...tastic. Added to words to

imbue a sense of unexpected

excellence.

tasty . Attractive.

tat . 1. Rubbish, junk. 2. Abb. of

tattoo.

ta-ta!. Goodbye!

taters . Potatoes.

t’d off . Angry, annoyed.

tealeaf . Thief.

tear-arse about / around . To

hurry about, hinting at frantic

haste.

technicolour yawn . An act of

vomiting.

techno . A type of electronically

created dance music.

telephone numbers. Very

large amounts, usually applied

to money.

tell someone where to get off

. An angry rebuke at someone’s

interference.

telly. Television.

thang. Thing.

thanks a bunch! . An ironic

thank you very much.

thanks for nothing!. An

exclamation of annoyance at

someone’s unhelpfulness.

thatch . Pubic hair.

that’s the stuff. Said as an

approval of a thing done or said.

thick as a brick. Very stupid.

thick as pigshit. Very stupid.

thick as two short planks.

Very stupid.

thick ear . A slap around the

head, often used as an idle

threat.

thicko . An stupid, unintelligent

person.

thingy-ma-bob . A something

whose name escapes one.

this arvo . This afternoon.

this avvy . This afternoon.

thrash . A type of fast raw rock

music derived from ‘punk’.

thrash metal . Similar to

‘thrash’ but having a more

‘heavy-metal’ slant.
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Trap: Mouth

Trigger man: Man whose job

is to use a gun

Trouble boys: Gangsters

Turn up: To turn in (to the

police)

Twist: Woman

Two bits: $25, or 25 cents.

threads . Clothes.

three sheets to the wind .

Drunk.

throne . The lavatory.

throw . 1. To vomit.  2. To

intentionally or by one’s own

foolishness, lose a game.

throw an eppy . Have a fit of

anger.

throw a sickie . Falsely claim

to be ill, usually to avoid work.

throw a whitey . To feel like

vomiting,

throw a wobbly . Become

very angry.

throw up . To vomit.

thunderthighs  1. A person

with fat or very bulky legs, 2. Fat

or large legs.

thunderbox . A toilet.

tick . Credit.

ticker. The heart.

tickled pink . Very pleased.

tick off . To reprimand.

ticked off . Angry, annoyed.

tickety-boo . Fine, all right, in

order.

tiddly  1. A little drunk. 2. Small.

tidy. Good, satisfactory.

tight . 1. To be frugal or not

generous. 2. Drunk.

tight-arse . A mean, selfishly

frugal person.

tight-arsed . Mean, stingy.

tight as a gnat’s chuff

Extremely frugal.

tightwad. A miserly, mean

person.

time . A prison sentence.

(the) time of the month . A

euphemism for a menstrual

cycle.

tinkle . 1. An act of urination. 2.

A phone-call.

tinnie . A can of beer.

tip . 1. A style, manner. 2. An

untidy place, a mess.

tip it down . To rain heavily.

tip off . To give information

secretly.

tit . An imbecile, an

objectionable person.

tit about / around. To waste

time in unimportant tasks, to

mess about.

tit boring . Very boring, tedious.

titch . A lighthearted nickname

for a small person .

titchy . Tiny.

titfer . A hat.

tit-head An idiot, a despicable

person.

tizzy . A confused, flustered

state.

toast . To sing one’s own lyrics

over a vocaless backing track.

Thug Literally, deceiver.

tir arrow

tonga small two-wheeled cart

drawn by a pony

top khana artillery battery

tulwar Afghanistan sword
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toddle off To casually leave.

toe-jam  The dirt that collects

between toes.

toe-rag . A contemptible

person.

toff . A stylish member of the

upper classes.

toffee-nosed . Snobby. Derog.

togger. Football. Generally

adolescent/juvenile use.

togs . Clothes.

toilet . A place that is

considered grubby, squalid or

unkempt.

toke . To smoke a ‘joint’.

toley. A lump of excrement.

tom . 1. A prostitute. 2.

Jewellery.

Tom and Dick. Sick.

tommies . Tomatoes.

tommy-rot . Nonsense.

ton . The figure of one hundred,

tonk .  To hit (something) hard.

tonsil hockey . Passionate

kissing.

toodle-oo ! . Goodbye!

tool . An idiot, a contemptible

person.

tool-up . To arm oneself, usually

with a gun.

tooled up . Armed, carrying

weapons.

too right! . I agree!

toot . Originally to snort drugs

but now also smoking.

tootsies . Toes.

top . To kill.

top banana . The leading

person, the boss.

top dog . The leader, boss.

top one . Excellent,

top totty. Very attractive

woman, or women.

torch . To set alight.

tosh . Rubbish, nonsense.

toss .  Rubbish, nonsense.

tossbag . A contemptible

person.

tosser . An idiot, a despicable

person.

tossing . An intensifier.

toss-pot . Mildly offensive

name for an idiot or

contemptible person.

total . To wreck, usually with

reference to a vehicle.

to the max . Totally, to the limit.

touching cloth In urgent need

of an act of defecation.

tough! . a sarcastic and bitter

exclamation.

tough cookie . A strong

unyielding person.

tough guy . A particularly tough

male,

tough nut . A difficult or

obstinate person.

tough shit! . Hard luck!

tough titty! . Hard luck!

tracky. Tracksuit. E.g.

trainspotter intelligent but

particularly retentive person;

tramlines  The scars created

by the constant injection of illicit

drugs.

tranks . Tranquillizers.

trap . The mouth.

trashed 1. Worn-out. 2. Very

intoxicated by drink or drugs

and consequently worse for
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wear.

treacle . An affectionate term of

address,

tribal . A type of ‘house’ music

which is very rhythmic and deep.

trick cyclist . A pun on

psychiatrist.

triffic !. Excellent! Terrific!

triffid. Any large or sprawling

plant, usually a house plant.

trip . 1. The time spent under

the influence of a hallucinatory

drug

trippy . Of or like the

experiences and qualities felt

under the influence of

hallucinogens.

trog . An ugly, uncouth person.

troll . An ugly person, usually

referring to a woman.

trolley dolly. An airline flight

attendant, mainly applied to

females.

trolleyed . Very intoxicated by

drink or drugs.

tromp . To trudge, to walk.

trots . Having diarrhoea.

trouble and strife. Wife.

trough . To eat.

trouser. To pocket.

trousered. Drunk, or very

intoxicated.

trout . An unattractive woman,

trump   An act of breaking wind.

T.T.F.N.Abb. Ta ta for now.

Goodbye for now.

tubby . A nickname given to a

fat person,

tube . An contemptible person.

tub of lard . A fat person.

tuck . Food.

tuck in  To eat, usually with

enthusiasm.

tuck shop. A confectioners, a

sweet shop.

turd . 1. A lump of faeces. 2. A

despicable person.

turf . The area felt to belong to

a person or gang.

turf out . To expel something

or someone, to throw out.

turkey . A stupid or idiotic

person.

turn-off . To disgust.

turn over . To rob by

ransacking a premises.

tut . Rubbish, nonsense.

twat face. A contemptible

person.

twatfaced. Intoxicated with

alcohol or drugs.

twatted . Very intoxicated due

to alcohol or drugs.

twatting . A general intensifier.

twerp . An imbecile, a fool.

twilight zone . The term

phrased in recognition of a

bizarre occurrence.

twine on  To rant, talk

incessantly.

twinkle . A term of endearment

or form of address.

twirly. A senior citizen, or OAP

twisting. A telling off, a

scolding, a reprimand.

twit . An idiot.

twitcher . A bird watcher, an

ornithologist.

two and eight. State, or

condition.
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two bob bit. An act of

defecation.

TWOC . Taking WithOut

Consent.

two finger salute. The insulting

hand gesture which involves

raising the hand with two fingers

extended vertically

two fingers . The insulting

gesture of the V-sign using two

fingers.

twonk. A fool, idiot.

two sandwiches short of a

picnic. Eccentric, insane, odd.

two-time . To be unfaithful to

one’s partner.

twunt. An idiot, a fool.

tyke . A mischevious person,

used in good humour.

U
u-ee . A u-turn

ugly as sin . Very ugly.

umpteen . Many, a lot of.

undercrackers . Underpants.

underkecks . Underpants.

under the weather . Out of

sorts, not currently in good

health.

unhinged . Insane, mentally

unstable and unpredictable.

uni . Abb. of university.

unreal . Fantastic. An

expression of approval.

up . Intoxicated by drugs, high.

upper . A stimulant drug,

up shit creek . In serious

trouble.

up sticks . To move on, to settle

or live elsewhere.

up the duff . Pregnant.

up the spout . Pregnant.

up the swanny . In a hopeless

situation.

uptight . Frigid, conventional,

stressed.

up your bum!. 1. An angry and

dismissive exclamation. 2.

Cheers!

up your clunges! . A

dismissive and angry

exclamation.

up yours! . Exclamation of

anger or defiance, usually

directed at someone.

use one’s loaf . To think, to use

one’s ingenuity.

Under glass: In jail

Up-and-down, A look

Uppers, To be broke

V
vanilla . Orthodox,

conventional.

varda. To look at.

veggie . Abb. of vegetarian.

veg-out . To vegetate, chill-out.

Vera (Lynn). 1. Gin.2. Chin.

verbal diarrhoea . Incessant

and aimless talk.

vibe . The atmosphere or

feelings in a situation.

vicky-verky. Vice versa.

village. Useless, of no value,

poor quality, not up to one’s

expected standards.
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veranda roofed open gallery

attached to the exterior of a

building

vino . Cheap inferior wine.

vinyl . Gramophone records,

not CDs.

W
wack . A term of address.

wacko Crazy, insane.

wallah person associated with

an activity—for example,

dhoolie wallah for stretcher

bearer

wacky . Crazy, zany.

wad . A large amount of money.

wadded. Having large

amounts of money,

waffle To talk aimlessly.

wag it /off To play truant.

wagwan !. A form of greeting.

walking disaster . A person

who is prone to having

accidents or mishaps.

wally . 1. An idiot or imbecile.

2. A pickled cucumber, a

gherkin.

wannabe . A person who

aspires to be someone else,

usually a celebrity and

consequently imitates their life

or image.

wang To throw.

wangle . To obtain by

scheming.

wank (!)  Rubbish, useless,

nonsense.

wanker  A contemptible

person.

wankered. Very intoxicated.

wank mag. A pornographic

magazine.

wankstain. A contemptible

person.

wanky . Rubbish.

wap A wasp.

war paint . Facial cosmetics.

waste . To kill, to thoroughly

beat up.

wasted . Describing being

thoroughly intoxicated to a point

of uselessness.

waste of space . A useless and

contemptible person.

waterworks .  The act of

crying.

way-out  Unusual,

unconventional, avant garde.

wazz  1. To hurry. 2. To pass or

throw.

wazzock . An idiot, imbecile.

wean . A child or baby.

weasel . A despicable, usually

sly and deceitful person.

weasel-water . A drink that is

weak and insipid, often used

with reference to tea

wedge . Money, usually

implying a large amount.

wee . Small, tiny.

wee ‘un. A child or baby.

weigh into 1. To tackle

something forcefully and

enthusiastically. 2. To attack

verbally or physically.

well  A general intensifier, very,

extremely, definitely.
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well gone. Very intoxicated by

alcohol or drugs.

wellied Drunk, intoxicated.

welly  To kick forcefully.

wet Feeble, emotional,

effeminate.

wet blanket . A miserable

person unwilling to participate

in an enjoyable event or

moment.

wet nellie . A feebleminded

person.

wet oneself . To laugh heartily,

to find something particularly

amuzing.

wet the baby’s head . To

celebrate the birth of a baby with

a drink of alcohol or more

usually an excuse for a drinking

spree.

whack . 1. To promptly insert

or place (something). 2. Hit or

strike.

whacked . Tired, worn out.

whacking . An intensifier such

as ‘steaming’ or ‘mad’.

whatchamacallit . Something

whose name escapes one.

what’s cooking? What’s

happening?

what’s he /she like?. A

rhetorical question in response

to unusual or extreme

behaviour.

what’s-his-face . A reference

to anyone whose name one has

forgotten.

what’s the crack?. What’s

happening?

what’s the damage?. What’s

the cost?

what’s the score? . Meaning

the same as ‘what’s the crack?’.

What the dickens!. An

exclamation of surprise or

annoyance.

wheels . A motor vehicle or

bicycle.

wheels of steel . A DJ’s record

decks. [1990s.]

when the shit hits the fan

When the truth is discovered the

consequences will be felt.

whiffy Smelling unpleasant.

whinge . To persistently

complain, in an irritating

manner.

whinger . A person who

whinges.

whingey . In the manner of a

whinger.

whip. To steal.

whipping. A thorough beating

or defeat.

whirlies . Dizziness induced by

excessive intoxication.

whistle (and flute). A suit.

(the) whole hog . The

complete amount.

(the) whole kit and caboodle

The complete amount.

whoopsie . Excrement, a

deposit of faeces.

whopper . 1. Something very

large. 2. A lie.

whopping Very large.

wicked 1. Fantastic, excellent.

2. Very, really.

widdle To urinate. 2. An act of

urination.
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Weak sister: A push-over

Wear iron: Carry a gun

White Good, okay,

Wikiup: Home

Wire, News,

Wise, To be To be

knowledgeable of;

put us wise: tell us

Wise head: A smart person

Wooden kimono: A coffin

Wrong gee: Not a good fellow

Wrong number: Not a good

fellow

wide-o. An insensitive and

objectionable person.

wierdo /wierdy . A person

perceived as objectionably

unusual, an eccentric.

wildies. Diarrhoea,

willies . Nerves, worries,

frights.

wimp . A feeble or ineffectual

person.

wimp out . To lose courage.

wimpy . Feeble, weak.

windbag . A person who talks

incessantly.

window licker. A mentally

handicapped person.

wind-up. 1. To infuriate. 2. To

tell lies or joke at the expense

of the recipient.

wind-up merchant . A person

who ‘winds-up’ regularly.

wing  1. To throw away. 2. To

improvise, take things as they

happen.

wino . A habitual and often

destitute drunkard.

wiped out Exhausted.

wired . Stressed, nervy or

anxious.

wise-up . To become aware.

witch . A despicable, nasty, or

spiteful woman.

witter on To talk incessantly

and superficially.

wizard !. Excellent! Great!

Dated expression.

wog. A black/asian person.

Offens.

wolf. To eat greedily or quickly.

wonga . Money.

wonky  Unstable or

misalligned.

woodwork . The goalposts in

football (soccer).

Woolies . Woolworths, the

store.

woolly . A woollen jumper or

cardigan.

workie ticket. A trouble maker.

work one’s arse/ass/butt off

To work hard.

works . The equipment

necessary for an addict to inject

drugs.

(the) World Wide Wait . A

jocular term for the World Wide

Web, due to the often slow and

faltering web site connections

experienced by users.

worm out of . To evade or

escape an unpleasant situation

by undignified behaviour.

wotcha! . A greeting. A

shortening of what cheer!

wow . To impress or excite.

wrap . A tiny paper envelope for

holding a quantity of illicit
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powdered drug.

wrecked  Very intoxicated with

alcohol or drugs.

wrinkly . An elderly person.

wupp . To thoroughly beat.

wuss . An inneffectual, feeble

person.

X
X-rated Lewd, obscene,

pornographic.

X-ray eyesHaving the apparent

ability to see through things.

XTC . Abb. of ecstasy

Y
Yabber talk (a lot)

Yakka : work (noun)

Yewy : u-turn in traffic

Yobbo : an uncouth person

Youse : you (plural)

yack (!) . An exclamation of

disgust.

yack up To vomit.

Yap: Mouth

Yard: $100

Yegg: Safecracker who can

only open cheap and easy

safes

yam. Home.

yap . To talk incessantly.

yawn . Something that is very

boring.

yikes! An expression of

surprise or astonishment.

yo! A greeting or an attention

seeking call.

yob A lout or hooligan.

yobbo . Meaning the same as

‘yob’.

yomp . To walk hard and with

vigour.

yonks An age, a long time.

you’re having a laugh (!). See

‘having a laugh’.

yuck (!) A thing that is vile or

distasteful.

yucky . Very unpleasant or

distasteful.

Z
zapper A TV remote control

unit.

zamindar a minor landlord in

British India paying the

government a fixed revenue

(Hindi zamindar, from Persian,

from zamin land + -dar holder)

zar, zan, zamin G o l d ,

land, women -

zilch Nothing, zero.

zip it Stop talking, shut up.

zit A spot, pimple or boil on the

skin.

zillionaire A very, very rich

person.

Zotzed: Killed

zonked . Worn out, tired.

Z’s Sleep, a nap.

Zack : six pence (5 cents) -


